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INTRODUCTION.
-1111*.......

Drawing is the foundation of all manufacture. Whether it is-the making of a tiny sscrew or a public building, a lettetheaci, of aiicce of brocade, the " man the is as important to
the industrial struggle as the 44 man behind the gun " in the mifi-
tary war.

The architects of the NeW YOlk Public Librayy state ,that they
furnished for this building about I,000 finished drawings,. fo; each
one of which S to 10 sketches were required. The contractors math%
.LIH)tlt 2,500 shop klrawintrs, and in the execution of the work themwere required E-.000 to 420.000 blue prints taken from the drawings
referred to above. For the construction of an ordinary type of
steam engine about SOb drawings arc made in the s1u and this does
trot by any means take into t;onsieleration the drawing for the coin-
Nin-ent parts. sueli bolts,"cw-tings, for.gings. etc.

A TI industrial country, such as the United States, therefore requiresa great ninny skilled designers and craftsmen. Ytbt in the inunber
of schooN for training these experts we are far behind many of the
Vnropean countries. "To a$certain as accurately as possible the
situation existinti in the _American art influstrits," an industria1,art
111'Nev was iimiertalien in 11)19 Env the National Society for 'Voca-tional Education- anti the University of the State of New York, with

the coopilration of the General Education Board. Toward the closea 1922. the result of the survey, edited by Charles IC Richards, was
published under the title of "Art, in Industry."

A number of such studies have been made in Europe. Most
notable of these jA the series of seven:voltunes publi!.,bed by the

'French Government between 1881 and 1889, as a result of the in-.

vestigatipn made Marius Vachon, He visited the principal
schools, museums, societies, and factories Of the artistic industries
throughout Europe. and his reports. contain flinch basic inform:It:one
It, was felt that the translation of this material would be of greatservice in developing it system of industrial art education for the
United States, Permission was therefore secured from the French
Government to pui)lish extracts from these reports.

It riiav 1* claimed that these studies were made so long ago thatthey can be .of very little value to-day: Vachon's knowledge of.his subject, however, enabled him to seize the salient poll*, and the
underlying imiincOes, and the*se are as vital and important to the
American' manufacturer, to the artist, and to the educator at the
present moment as when they were written some 35 years ago. His
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entbusiaSm, the charm of his style. and his sense of humor also
make the studies interesting reading.

After consultation witkthe director of the Industrial Art Survey,
it was decided to include this' translation only those countries
from which recent !scrolls had 111.1 been secured for the survey.
The translator has 'elected tho-e schools whose plans' and methods'
seemed to offer guidance for the organization of a practical sr tent.
of_industrial aml artistic edneation in the United States. To make
these plants more clear the organization of the following si-lZ(.01,.:
has been taloilid t Appendixr) The Induskrjal School it (Thelli,
the Stockholm icchnieal SchoM Technical and Artistic Instruction
in Hiingary. Two 1)thiT tabulations are the result of carefuly-tud
of Vachon's repisms: (lc) .A System of Industrial-Artistic Educe-
t'on. combining all schools studied, and (G) Industries berived from
the Classic Arts of Painting, Sculpture. and Architecture.

one of (10 most useful sections for the guidance of the United
States is the way in which the reorganization of artistic industrial
education was brought about in Belgium. Through the initiative of

heads of the large factories an Aociation of Profeirional
schools was formed. The obi ;t was to spread artistic, instruction n
among the workmen and to offer both theoretical and practical edu-
cation in the artistic industries. To this end they developed a
systematic grouping, using all exisiim_+ sehoo!s. modifying where
possible. and creating .new ones where-necessar.

The 4cadeniies of Fine Arts of both Brussels and Antwerp were
reorganized. so that the making of minters. sculptors, and architects
was no longer the exclusive interest -of these schools but rather the
development iif artisans skilled in all branches. of the national in-
dustries. Tlie account of both these academies has been 'translated
in full in the belief that each contains valuable.sUggestions for us,
The- chief characteristics of the changes brought about, according to
the sepot of (lie general. manager- of the Antwerp academy, were:

To °N" the field of the tine arts only to the young people who show speolai
aptitude: to 111(7131(1RP In pupil. the general prInelfiles ef a well-groutded ar-
tistic:education. both practical :Hid theoretical ;- tq broaden the application of
art to lndristry. _Tile old %Nem blinded many young people regard
Ing their verittible vocations; led astray by pure art with /ut Its application to
Industry they lse,oite %,ry bail painters, sculptors, or ar dtects when, will iot
doubt, they would hove made exceliyat cabinetmakers, carpenters, or deeora-
tors.

er..

Vachon, when summarizing his finding in Belgium, said :
it has been proved that these academies each year throw on the streets of the

large cities crowds of the ambitious, of failures, of poor .devils running after
fortune and glory and finding only misery. The annual salons overflow with
exhibitors of all ages and both sexes, while the industrial studios lack artists
and artisans. This state of things appeared to be a social danger; they decided
to cut it short. lite method of teaching drawing was chaugea. Before attempt-

s
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Ing."great art" the young people hereafter will ;:oeehre fundamental Instrile-
uan which vittnasure their brelobvinnitig.

Lb

When Belgium was changing her method of teaching drawing
she asked' at the same time that temporary courses be establOied,
with the least possible delay. to prelaire instructors for the new sys-
tem: This preparatory step is important..

stress is laid upon the value of complete autonomy for each school.
The (4)%ernment in Belgium% as in (lernigt4 and num other coun-
ir".s. 0,cupitt itself exclusively' with restdts obtained. If these are
satisfactory, the government continuos its liberal sill if not, it
is relolied. The municipality similarly leaves to the committees of
the societies the admini-st ration of the schools.

The methods follov,ed by.ltw;sia itt I when that cowitry was
just del eloping independence in her industrial art. hold valuable
les,ons for us. and therefore the greater part of that report is given.
The leussian art schoolsThmieunis, and societies were taken over by
the Sao iet in 191S. and a translation of the decree has been 'added as
_Appendix B. It has,not been pos-ihle to ascertain whether these
schools are now in operation.,

An interesting development in Denmark is the federation of In-dust rial and Professional Schools, which xirganizes competitions,
exchanges exhibitions, and holds an ennuil congress for interchange.
of ideas.- 4 .

In all the schools- studied VaChon, whether called industrial,
professional. or art, drawing is the basis of instruction; in many,
practical and theoretical training are carried on site by side with
the full m43.-hf workshops and museums.

Again and again attention is calledU the importance of having
workshops as part of the equipment for pmfesional schools and
schools of decorative art. The line is clearly drawn between the pro -
ductive Iorksop for the training of apprentices, which seldom is
successful, and the workshops that are maintained with object
of initiating the students into.. the technical difficulties that must
modify their artistic instruction according to each industry. Under
certain conditions, approval is given to the system of apprentices in
outside trade workshops where the students smire their practical ,

training ynder the supervision of the school in which theoretical
.rnstruction is given. ..

The difference is strongly emphasized bet weer museums possessing
priceless objects of art that are displayed in locked cases and the real
industrial art museums whose objects are as likely to be from con!-.tempornry factories as from the hind Iloomsof the past ; here every

-piece. -must be of service in establishing standards, And the objects
are passed from hand to hand in studio and workshop. In the " Con-
cluiions" of 1888 much valuable information isgivenTegarding tjiese.
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industrial art museums and also about the activitielof associations
for the propaganda of the artistic industries.

The " Conclusions" of 1888 end with the statement:
The organization of our artistic and industrial education is a work of

national defense of the same, importance as the organization of our army.
In 1916 we find Vachon still pleading for the French to organize

systematically for "the artistic, industrial, and commercial war"
which will follow the " victory of the nations allied for the defense
of the liberties of the people."

While the war was at its height he published a small book entitled
"La' Guerre Artistique avec l'Alemagne " (The Artistic War with
GermanP. The greater part of his introduction has been translated
and forms one of the chapters in the present pamphlet. Vachon states
the purpose of his book on The Artistic War with Germany as
follows:

To ascertain and make known, with ate greatest possible precision, what
are the elements of the German organization of instruction and of propaganda
(for the artistic Industries) in order to discover therjin that which may
reasonably be utilized by intelligent adaptation to our (French) needs, our
customs, our ideas, and our traditions.

The main part of this publication deals chiefly with the asspcia-
tions in Germany that have done and are doing so' much to'carry
on thii. propaganda. The gist of it is contained in the following
paragraph :

The associations (in Germany) are organized scientifically and systematically
by individuals who unite strongly and completely the national, the CorPorate,
and the personal interests; they know what they want and want it intensely,
and have firmly decided to employ every available and practical means to
attain their end, clearly defining it and announcing it publicly.

Toward' the close of the volume Vachon appeals for the aid and
cooperation of all artists thus:

Our great painters and sculptors descended from their towers of ivory
during the war to extend a helpful hand to the widows, orphans, and old
parafts,of their comrades out there in the field. Let them not return. to their
high pinnacles. In the artistic war of to-morrow with Germany we shall
need all the devotion and all the energies of to-day to organize for the new
victory which will be obtained only through a continuation of the sacred union,
intimate and complete, of all the artistic forces in one single associatign, large..
strong, and powerful, proudly conscious and completely mistress of her
(France's) destinies.

If this organization for " national defense" is needed in France.
the country to which we are accustomed to look for guidance in all
matters of art, it is surely equally important that the manufacturers.
artists, and educators of the United States of America should
promptly undertake a similar campaign of education for the defense
of their country.

September 1, 1922.
FLORENCE N. LEVY.
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SOME INDUSTRIAL ART SCHOOLS OF EUROPEAND THEIR LESSON S' FOR THE UNITED
STATES.

EXTRACTS FROM STUDIES MADE FOR THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT
BY MARIUS VACHON.

RUSSIA.

RETROSPECTIVE STUDY OF THE INDUSTRIAL ART OF RUSSIA.
In her art and in her industry Russia sustained, in the eighteenthand the beginning of the. nineteenth century, diverse outside in-fluences; one after the other the Italians, the Germans, and theFrench impressed their tastes, their works, and their models.The Art School, founded by Elizabeth, hatt:a Frenchman, Le Lorain,as president and many.French professors; it was the same with theAcademie des Beaux-Arts, founded by -Catherine II, etc. The tex-tile industry was taken to Warsaw by Philippe de Girard at theinstigation of Alexander I, and all the silk and textile mills thatwere created at Moscow and at other great industrial centers ofRussia during three:quarters of the nineteenth century were tlf workof men from Lyon and Alsace. From the First Empire until 1870,France held first rank among the nations that exported their prod-ucts to Russia. Their silks, their furniture, and their novelties(articles de Paris) were sought after for their elegance and goodtaste, and Russian styles were inspired exclusively by the, modelsand creations of Paris. Since 1870, French influence in art and inindustry has been supplanted by German control filtering intoRussian society, invading the- army, the Grofernment, and industry.To-day (1885) it would be dangerous, or at any rate useless, todeny that Germany has taken France's place and has slowly sub-

stituted her influence for that of France. This German invasion hasbeen but one phase of evolution. To day Germany, as well asFrance, in the upheaval strikes against a new influence, more power-'fill and more crushing.
Russia between' 1870 and 1885 advanced by giant strides in herartistic and industrial emancipation, and she succeeded in puttingherself in a position to compete successfully with foreign countriesand even to refuse to import ;objects for ordinary consumption.What concerns us from the point of view of the artistic industries

1



2 SOME INDUSTRIAL ART SCHOOLS OF EUROPE.

is that France only exports to Russia the greatest luxuries, elaborate
costumes and flowers, very expensive materials, and artistic plinting.
Furniture, which was one of the most flourishing branches of its
commerce with St. Petersburg and Moscow, has almost disappeared
from the Russian market.

SCHOOLS AND MUSEUMS OF ART AND INDUSTRY.

Art training 'especially adapted to the industries is given in St.
Petersburg by two schools: The School of the Imperial Society for
the Encouragement of the Arts and 1130 School of the Society'founded
by Baron Stieglitz.

SCHOOL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE ARTS.

(As indicated by its name, the first organization. founde*-1wt820,
was intended less as a center for instruction in the arts than to
accord protection and encouragement to painters, sculptors,architects
'and other artists by means of competitions, exhibitions, lotteries, and
subsidies) It was not until 1857 that it was called upon, through
certain circumstances, radically to modify its organization. The
Ministry of Finance had, a few years before, founded a speCial
'Achool of industrial drawing; badly directed, the school did not

'Jprove a SUCCESS: The ministry was inclined to abandon it when the
Society for the Encouragement of the Arts offered to take charge
of it; providing the Government would furnish a slight annual sub-
sidy. -The proposition was accepted. The success has justified the
ambition of the society and the confidince of the Government. The
society is (in 1885) a private institution under the patronage of the
Emperor and Empress; it includes 750 members who pay annual
dues of from 10 to 60 rubles. Nine members are chosen every three
years as a supervisory cotincil, which administers the funds of the
society. The annual bud* is about 40,000 rubles ($20,000) of which
half 'is for the school. The court accords a subsidy of 14,000 ruble's,
the Ministry of Finance°5,000 annually, and the balance comes from
members' dues, tuition fees, profits from exhibitions' and rental of
space in the vast structure on the Morskaia, which was presented to
the society by the Emperor Alexander Il. The director of the
school is appointed for an unlimited period, as are also the four
other officers of the institutiona librarian, an inspector, a book-
keeper, and a cashier. There are about 1,040 students, of whom about
300 are young women.

The system of absolutely free instruction has been rejected in
principle, for moral reasons and for the sake of the best functioning
of the institution. The men pay 2i rubles a semester, and the
wbmen 5 rubles. .On the other hand, the school makes. monthly
awards from its special funds to poor but talented pupils, to enable
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them to live and pay their regular fees. There are 18 professors.
The school comprises two main divisionspreliminary insti-nctionand technical instruction. Five classes are devoted to preliminary.instruction. The pupils here receive a general artistic training; .they can not advance until they are capable of making designsfor all sorts and kinds of industries. The technical professional
division consists of six departmentsceramics and enameling, mod-eling for jewelry and silversmithing, wood carving, wood engrav-/ing, decorative painting, and - cabinet work. Well-paid, special
instructors direct these classes; they give two practical lessons eachweek. but the pupils wdrk every day. The school is open in theevening only from 6 to 11 o'clock and on Sunday morning from5 to 10 for the men; for women from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m. daily.

'Phe pupils come from all ranks of society. The are sons of
peasants (moujicks), workmen, foremen' of factories, sons of officers,and children frOm, very wealthy families. The school is very pros-perous; the present quarters [1885] ha'e lrcome too cramped.

Tile instruction. given in this school is greatly appreciated. and alallge number of students have left the Stieglitz Scho451 to work inthe Morskaia School of the Society for the Encouragement of theArts.
The library that forms one of the annexes of the school contains

about 2,000 books and 4,000 drawings and prints: it was established
ciiiefly through gifts from the Archduchess Marie and by the lateEmpress, wife of Alexander II, who was greatly interested in thisinstitution. The museum, which contains about 6,000 objects, of
which three-fourths are originals of great artistic value, is a modelin its installation and organization. It is classified chronologically
and. generically. The collections begin with the arts of 'metal.
On the Whole,the artistic side is rather weak; the series of ,originals
is completed by casts and galvanoplastic reproductions; among theoriginals some of the pieces are extremely valuable. The series of
furniture, started with the celebrated Collection of Narischine, is
very complete; it includes pieces of the highest rank and in a mar-velous state of preservation. The section-of enamels is of specialinterest; there are, among other Forks, boxes of an unusual work -manship that would serve as excellent models.to' Parisian artists.
The ceramics are very important both as to numbers and to theartistic value of the pieces. The late Archduchess Marie and .

Emperor Alexander II !Resented antique pieces of great value. The,
oriental section of the museum is being extended, for it is rendering
very real service to .the Russian industries, which consult it con-
stantly in quest of models for silversmithing, jewelry, mural deco-
rations, and textiles. The national department is also the object
of the greatest solicitude by the society, which takes a preponderat-
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ing part in the movement for a Russian renaissance. There has
been built up .a .very rich collection of embroideries and textiles,
which are greatly appreciated as models by the manufacturers of
St. Petersburg and Moscow. The museum. organizes annual art
exhibitions of various kincts: Of modern paintings, of historical
portraits, of ancient paintings, of objects of art, and of curiosities.

q'he Imperial Society for the Advancentnt ofthe arts does not
limit its activities to St. Petersburg; it is in constant relation re
garding designs. methods of teaching, recruiting of pupils from
provincial schools,with the schools of Kief, of Kharkof, of Odessa.
and elsewhere. It has, besides, the administration of a number of
legacies and gifts from artists for the benefit of provincial art
schools) The influence that it exerts to-diy is considerable. Not-
withstanding the relative smallness of its bucket, by its activities,
its services, and its authority in matters of teaching it surpasses
the Stieglitz School, the resarces of which are much greater. but
the direction of the instruction is not serious but seems to be inspired
by tendencies and principles that look leSs toward the renaissance
of the national industries than to an artistic eclecticism such as
dominates Germle, art. (For the program of studies see Ap-

_
..pendix A.)

THE STIEGLITZ SCHOOL.

Ot is said that this school was the outgrowth' of a dissension
between one of its founders and the administration of the School
of the Imperial Society for the Encouragement of the Arts. The
princely liberality of a- rich relation permitted him to erect this
competing institution to which a legacy of 25,000,000 rubles has re-
cently come to enrich it enormously. The school consists of three
main sections: (1) Preparatory school of drawing, open in the
evening, three times. a 'week, where \svieryone can work without
fees or examinations, and where one learns to draw ornament
and the figure, and where they teach the elements of geometry
and perspective. (2) Secondary school of drawing to which there
are admitted, after examination, the pupils from the preparatory
school or candidates who can qualify by a certificate of four years
in a high school. Here a well-rounded course of instruction is given
without any limit as to the number of years. (3) The professional
school, the pupils of which are recruited solely from the preceding
school. The courses are wood engraving,. etching, decorative paint-
ing, ceramics. wood Carving, modeling for jewelry and silversmith-
ing, lace making. They do not teach cabinetry.

The. studios are 'open three hours a day and five'times a week; it
ie the intention to give, as in Vienna, studios to the instructors, so
as to enable them to be in constant communication with the pils.
The students- execute works that they are permitted to sell to the
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ptiblic. The preparatory school has about 800 students, of whom300 are young women; the secondary and professional schools haveabout 200, of whom 50 are young women. The minimum age is 14years; there is nd maximum.. For the preparatoz,y school the feei,- 6 rubles a year. and for the advanced schools 12 rubles; manystudents receive subsidies`to cover living eipenises. Tlipaiehool/hassome 20 'boarders sent by provincial governments. T here are 18
profeSsorS, and they receive 3 rubles a lesson, which makes 850. fubles
a year for those who give one lesson a slay and double for *e who
!rive two lessons a day, but these last are in the minority. Contraryto 'what takes place at the Imperial Society School. where there is acouncil of teachers that meats twice h month to discuss the program.of courses and possible improvements, the director of the Stieglitz

, Selllioltis eloihe(Lwith absolute authority over the institution, with-
ont control or advice. The director is at the same time instructor of
the classes in compoSition, in water' color, and in higtoiy of orna-ment ; he is, in addition, curator of the museum which is associated
with the school. The museum contains collections of a certain ..artistic aItte, bu the installation and the organization ttp of nointerest. The acquisitions have evidently bben made without method
and without scientific forethought, the only ambition apparently
going to possess rare and expensive pieces of luxurious appearance.
No rational system of classification has been adopted 'for the collec-.
thin, which 'ands especially toward the picturesque and fantastic.
.1 few students'. drawings' were on view, but they were not distin-
guished by any great merit.

.1To resume, the Stieglitz School; which it is true has only been in( existence fdur years. seems to be in a painful and critical period of
`experiments, gropings, and hesitatibns. Perhaps it is too rich? Itsfounder, the Baron Stieglitz, before his death had constructed for it avast palace, Solenoi Pereoulock, near the Summer Garden. The lux-
ury and sumptuousness of a building does itO.t necessarily constitute
an improvement of the institution for which if is destined; the socie-
ties that possess large funds often run the risk of being tempted toconsecrate them to unnecessary enterprises and dangerous ostenta-tion, instead of applying theneio serious and practical, though'moremodest reforms. . -

SCHOOLS IN MOSCOW AND THE. PROVINCES.
It is not St. Petersburg alone which has the benefit of possessing

important institutions, for the development of the artistic industries.here is a condensed list:
MoscowArt Society's school.
ltiefTwo pHvate schools where they teach design as aptiliRd to the In-.dustries. the Mourascho School and the one founded by -Mme. Yung.
OdessaSchool created by a society which also possesses a museum.
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TiflisSchool and museum belonging to a private society.
WarsawSchool founded by, a society.
HelsingforsSchool founded by a society.
Riga School placed under the care of the Stieglitz School.
SaratovSchool and museum created by a society.
VilnaState scho311.
KazanPrivate school especially devoted to instruction in drawing without

its industrial application.

To this immense group of people which she is daily conquering.
Russia is ambitious to impose not.only her military domination. but
her moral and social domination. Is not art the most delicate agent
and the most poweilul in the conqtiost of the intelligence 110 tf4e
customs Russian art is the sincere reflection of the temperament
and the character of the Muscovite.

Throughout all the invasions of foreign styles, notwithstanding
all the imperial official attempts to transform the occidental -taste.
it has kept 'intact tile strange originality of its forms, the audacious
naivety of its decorations, theighaistic secularity of its pictures. its
primitive types-of construction; just as the Russian peqple have re-
mained the same, always a little savage in spite of ,the varnish of
European civilization, fanatical and superstitious in spite of the
philosophers and scholars that they have welcomed and admired.
Art in Russia is religious; religion is One of the forms of national
policy. The movement for artistic ,renaissance that is.- pursued in
Russia will result fatally, because, it is the natural corolla.ry of it;.
political and social evolution. And Russian art will exercise it,:
influence, do not let us forget it, upon 100,000,000 inhabitants. (Foi
the Soviet decree of 1918 taking possession of the art schools see
Appendix B:)

RHENISH PRUSSIA.

THE WEAVING SCHOOL AT CREFELD.

The drat school.ln 1855 the Chamber of Commerce of Crefeld.
with the cooperation of the city and the Prussian Government,
founded a textile school. The institution had but a small number of
students; it was badly handled from every point of view. Fp to
1874 the averagesnumber of students did not exceed 35. In 181'6 this
number rose to 60, only to fall back in 1879 to 20.

Radical reorganization8 of the school.This evident decline of the
school led to the intervention of the Prussian Government, which re-
organized it radically and attached it to the Department of goin-
merce. The reform was so well done, it responded so exactly to the
needs of the commerce and industry of Crefeld, that the number of
pupils the first year was 120; the second 180; the third 220; and in
1886, 250, with the administration obliged to refuse man5, candidates
owing.fo lack of space. In 1884 the chamber of commerce, in its
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annual rep*ort, declared that the school's buildings had become quiteinadequate, to their regret. The success of the institution has sur-passed all expectations, for at the same time that the Prussian minis-try' reorganized' the school they erected a monumental building to-house it, the construction and equipment of which cost about2,000,000 francs. The State having given 500,000 marks, the citythe same amount, the balance was promptly subscribed by the cham-.her of commerce and the manufacturers.
Organization of, the School. --The scientific organization of themschool at Crefeld makes it a model institution, while at the same timeits material organization may well serve as an example. It includes,in fact. much mote than is indicated by its name of Weaving School.The purpose of the school is to develop, .by means of professional,instruction in the textile industry, both theoretical and practical, andby serious artistic education. manufacturers, superintendents, silkmerchants, and industrial designers. The program of the courses in-cludes the study of drawing and painting; the examination andanalysis of all tissuessilk, wool, cotton, linen; the actual- exerciseand analysis of all the manipulations that they undergo before.-andafter weaving; the theoretical and practical study of all mechanicaland other systems used in the trade, of all the methods of manufac-ture, of all motive power employed in 06 weaving trade, of thepreparation and dyeing of materials; industrialiacconntancy; andcommercial geography. The instruction is given by 14 instructorsand embraces two pars of study in the lower and advanced di-visions. Practical work alternates with artistic instruction andtheoretical.instruction. For this purpose the school includes weaving .rooms with a considerable series of looms both mechanical and hand,accompanied by all the trade accessories required for klie manufac-.ture of textiles; chemical laboratories and those for dyeing, dressing,and printing. ".

A rapid analysis of 1,he plan of study will give a good idea of thecharacter of instruction given at the Crefeld school.All the pupils must previously have had regular and adequateinstruction ansi must have completed their fourteenth year. In thelower division. the first year, the study includes:
Fourteen hours a week of analysis of original materials, exami-nation of mixed tissues, arickyreparation of patterns and car-toons in small design; two instructors.
Two hours a week, factory accounting; one instructor.Two hours a week, net cost (determining the value of manufac-tured materials from the samples that the pupils have ana-lyzed) ;sone instructor.
Seven hours a week, chemistry both organic and inorganic; oneinstructor.
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Twenty-one hours a week, drawing (outline work from models,
from ornament, and flowers in pencil. Chinese ink, and in
color) ; one instructor.

For the practical work\ in _weaving, supervised by two instructors.
the pupils in the lower ditision find the weaving rooms open 39 hours
a week. Each pupilis busy here 6, 8, 14 hours or more a week is
may be necessary, according to his desire to perfect himself more or
less in the practical side of the trade.

The dyeing and dressing laboratories (1 instructor and 1 assistant)
are open 47 hours a week; attendance here is also optional, accord-
ing to the industrial aim of the pupil.

In the second year:
Fourteen hours a week, analysis which turns entirely-upon the

Jacquard methods.
Twenty hours, a week of drawing,- chiefly in.executing designs

for .weaving machines and sample designs of all kinds.
Ten hours a week, construction of weaving machines (motors,

filatures. and other parts of both mechanical and hand looms).
Eight hours a week, practical dyeing and dressing.

Artistic instruction therefore occupies almost as important a place
on the program as professional training. The school at Crefeld 'in
this way obtains a distinctive method which is not found in any
other school. eitlien at Vienna, or at Zurich, or at Lyon; and con-
stitutes an innovation of the greltest interest. This ar istic instruc-
tion is primarily intended to develop textile design rs; but the
professors who direct lyre occupied, very intelligently, in giving
the work .a broader and more elevated character. They do not con-
fine the students to the narrow, limits of industrial 'application;
they try to develOp their artistic intelligence, to give them a taste
for beautiful conceptions, the desire for new ideas, for masterpieces,
to take them out of the old ruts andlhe beaten tracks. The study
of nature, which the routine of the 04d studios with their cabinets
of mounted drawings have so long disdained, has been restored
to an honorable place by these professors; arid I had an opportunity
to admire the excellent results that they have already obtained. The
credit for the reform is particularly due to one of the professors, a
young Frenchman, of Alsatian origin, who received his artistic
eduction at the schools of Lyon and Muhlhausen.

This instruction responds, besides, to the wishes of the manufac-
turers of Crefeld, who frankly recognize that the cheap and common
goods have had their day and that the prosperity of their industry
can only be maintained by means of a. radical evolution which
would substitute artistic and original products. Crefeld at this
moment nourishes the ambition to. rival, at a not far distant day.
Lyon and St. Etienne. Its for this purpose that they have; spon-
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taneously and with admirable spirit; completely reorganized' the old
school; that they have made enormous-personal pecuniary sacrifices
in order to construct a monumental building the installation of
which fulfills all the conditions of a model school; and to create an
institution that permits giving the young people a most complete
professional and artistic education. The Crefeld school incontest-
ably realizes an ideal institution of this kind.

[lie building.The architect who built it was exclusively ani-
mated by all the requirements, all the exi4encies imposed by the
multiplicity of needs for such practical and theoretical instruction;
he did not, as so often occurs with us, make sacrifices to exterior ap-

Tearance and architectural display. On the ground floor, with a
facade of about 60 meters, are the halls of the museum, high, spa-
cious, well lighted by large bays opening on a court. Next come, /
in the two wings surrounded by squares, the schoolrooms, access to

_which is through wide gallery halls that go entirely around the
edifice and give direct communication throughout the ground floor.

On the first floor, the only one, are the draling studios with mar-
velous lighting; In a neighboring smaller building, opposite the
main building and inclosed in a vast court,'are the weaving shops
that can accommodate 80 looms, mechanical or hand, with a gas
n)otor of 8 horsepower, the chemical and physical laboratories, the
dyeing and dressing laboratories. At the time that I. visited the
establishment they were installing machines for printing textiles.

Organization of the scorkshops.All the Shops are installed under
the mast perfect cotditions of ',convenience. lig,hting. ventilation,
and heating; they are lighted in the evening, as is the entire edifice,
by electricity. Absolute order and scrupulous cleanliness reign here.
Besides, they were careful everywhere to surround the students
with objects in good taste, of simple but elegant form, and fitted
to their purpose. The window handles, the fastenings, the lighting
fixtures are of artistic design; all.the doors Of halls and studids are
surrounded by frames with very nice 'moldings and ornaments.
Each room is supplied with marble washbasins where the water
floors in profusion. When,all the shops are in operation and this
little world of intelligent, wide-awake, healthy, young.people are
at work, some steering the rod of the Jacquards, superintending the
mechanical spindles, or setting up a new loom; others in the-chemi-,
cal laboratories, with apron on Chest, brewing color mixtures, ma-
neuvering heavy pestles in the mortars. dyeing materials, or washing
pieces of silk; the instructors superintending the tasks, putting
their hand to the trade and in the pie, the sight is very interesting
and very- picturesque. There is gaiety and extraordinary anima- -tion. The variety of studies and practical work is not made, it is

260629-23-2
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true, to engender ennui, or to fatigue the mind or body of the pupil.
Each specicil lesson does not last more than one hour a day, and dur-
ing the week the young man travels through the entire series of sub-
jects in the curriculum; he paSses from the drawing lesson to that in
accounting; be learns chemistry. he works at the loom, studies
mechanics, and makes experiments in dyeing.

Specialization.After two years spent in the school, a studious
and intelligent pupil has received' s' complete professional training
and knows his trade thoroughly-enough to make a good foreman. a
clever superintendent, an experienced designer. But at Crefeld, as
in Zurich, as at St. Gall, as .everywhere, the parents. urged by necks-
sity, anxious that their children should be in h poition to earn
money as promptly I t S possible, interrupt their studies or permit
them to take only one year. In consideration of these conditions
that happen. frequently, the directors of the school have ingeniously
organized a plan of study whereby the pupils who desire to. devote
theinselvee more especially to prailical work, or to receive instruction
in certain special parts of weaving, can do so easily without incon-
venience to the other students and without creating irregularities
in the sequence of courses. In this connection it is to be noted that in
all the professional schools of Germany the regulations, whIV being
very severe from the point of view of discipline, are very broadly
planned, ao as to take into consideration all the social exigencies;
they do nbt tend to hinder or to restrict ever so lightly the admis-
sion of students but to encourage it as generously as possible.
Neither are the methods of instruction imperious or-inflexible; they
leave a free field to the initiative and independence of the instructors.
-Each upon his own responsibility organizes his courses according
to his understanding and chooses the models that he prefers. The
directors and the supervisory councils judge only by results and
the work' accomplished. This is the administration by means of
liberty and responsibility, so fruitfui and so full of dignity, which,
besides, exists throughout Germany from the village primary school
to the university.

The students at the Crefeld school are of all nationalities; ,there
are Germans, Americans, English, Belgians, Swiss, and several from
Lyon, who, in addition to very complete 'professional instruction,
add that of learning German and of receiving valuable commercial
information. The cost of tuition is rather high and is payable at
the beginning of. each semester according to the follOwing tariff:
For Prussians, in the lower class 60 marks,- upper class 90 marks,
and in the shops 50 marks; students from other parts of Germany
pay 90, 135., and /5 marks; .those from foreign countries 180, 270,
and 150 marks. Those who wish to take the course in dyeing and
dressing pay an additional .fee of 100, 150, or 300 marks, according
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as to whether they are Prussian. from other parts of Germany. orforeigners. For single 'special courses individual arrangements aremade.
The used for analyses and the materials required for weav-ingve furnished by theschool, in order to obtain uniformity in theworkNnd they are distributed free. The chemical and physics labo-ratories and those for dyeing and dressing also furnish basic ma-terials. The merchants and manufacturers of Crefeld have the right

to make'experiments in the 'laboratories and workshops gratuitously.
The professors; on their- side, devote themselves constantly to experi-
ments and research. the results of which they are expected to com-municate to the public. This section of the school receives, from all
this constant activity, information which is very useful.in the development of local industry.

Relation between the . school and the' induNtries.Tbere is close
and constant eonne4ion between the school Slid the indostries; theselast. represented by a special committee. have direct- withority in theadministration of the inAitution. Even though the,schoo31 is a royal
foundation and officially connected witi; the Prussian Ministry. ofCommerce, it is administered by a council composed as follows:
The burgomaster ,of Crefeld, the first municipal assessor, the presi-,dent of the chamber the and theice-president of the chamber of commerce. of Crefebi.

Chorarter of national. interrention.-1( is to be noted in this con -'nect ion that, contrary to the erroneous opinion that we in France haveregarding this (low ion, the Prussian State is moll deicentrklized in-these matters. It gladly abandons all museums, schools, expoiltions,
competitions to the interested commercial groups or to the societies
that have_ taken the initiative; the Government contents itself in

-watching carefully. by means of its inspectors, the use that is madeof the subsidies accorded and -in seeing that the official regulationsare followed, but they imperiously exact serious results: Everything
must function well and prosper; if not, the Government intervenes
.110 sequestrates. as they did with the Industrial Art Museum ofBerlin a year ago.
, The museum.To the school there is annexed a museum of ancient
textiles, which includes more than 5,000 pieces and embraces thewhole hiStory of textiles from the tenth to the nineteenth centuries.

The exhibition hall is situated on the main floor of the school
building and is superbly installed With large bays giving abundantlight, high ceilings. and handsome cabinets, ingeniously installed. A.rich merchant of Crefeld. Mr. Court, has just bequeathed the sum of
100,000 marks to have executed in this museum a series of mural paint-
ings representing the history of the silk industry of Crefeld. Next tothe museum of ancient textiles is the titre= of modern textiles,
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which also includes technological collections. samples of raw ma-
terials carried through their divers steps of transformation. types of .

various looms shown by drawings or small models. etc. This museum
is maintained by the merchants and manufacturers of Crefeld.

BELGIUM.

ORGANIZATION OF THE ACADENHES AND SCHOOLS OF DRAWING.

A Government decree of the Netherlands under date of April 17,
1817, reorganized the academies and schools of drawing founded by
Maria Theresa and classified them in three categories: (1) Royal
academics of fine arts: (2). academic::, of design; (431 schools of draw-
ing. The 10th of October. 1829, the Minister- of Public Instruction
acknowledged in an official-,docurnent thatthese samOls were not as
useful as they might be if they were better organized. The revolution
Of 1830 did not permit the realizatjon of the proposed reforms. The
question came up again in the Government councils on 17ecember
29, 1851. In the report presented to the King under this date is the
following interesting declaration of principles:

These establishments have not only as their purpose to develop artiati: they
should spread In the artisan class that constitutea,the major part of the pupils
the ideas necessary tor them in the industries with which they will some day
be iseocisted, the ideas of taste and distinction without which these Industries
will not be able to compete with those of other countries.

k 1857 certain prominent people in the industrial and artistic
world took the initiative in the foundation of an association for the

'teaching and development of the industrial arts; but their efforts
were limited to the organization of three expositions and an attempt
to found a speCial library. The real national movement for the crea-
tion of an artistic-industrial education in Belgium dates from the
congress for the to ring of the art of drawing which was held inrt

,., 1868. Previous t,4 his time instruction in drawing had been left to
local and private initiative without official Government intervention.
In 1869 a royal decree instituted a council to consider improvement
for this insiructiori as part of the Department of the Interior. By

1872 Belgium had created IS academies and schools of drawing
comprising 11.158 pupils, with 315 professors. This council in 1876
was called upon to pa judgment on the adoption of a program for
these institutions: it definitely settled the program for the primary.
schools, time normal schools, the academies, the Colleges, and the inter-
mediary schools. They asked at the sametime that the Government
should institute with the least possible delay temporary- courses to
prepare for the new system professors of drawing for the normal
schools. and the intermediary schools. In 1878, following a report
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to the Ring made 11 the Minister of Public Education, a-decree con-forming to these plans was, signed by Leopold II.

In 1879 the King named a commissiim to study tie organizationof a school of decorative arts at. !Mussels. This c thinission held
numerous meetings, but it was not until eight years ater at theschool was established. During this time the acadclmies the out-skirts of BrusselsSt. Jose-Ten-Nodde. Ixelle.s, NIoleribeak St.Jeanhad reorganized their artistic teaching in view of the indus-,trial instruction of the workmen and had obtained valuable restiltsby this reform, as proved by the steady increase in the number oftheir students. The Academy of Fine Arts at Antwerp has similarly
been transformed under pressure of the same Movement in favor ofdevelopment of the national industries.

ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS.

Private initiative catinued% its fruitful work. As a sequel to theexposition at 'Antwerp, the heads-of the large factories in Belgium,realizing the necessity for perfecting the industries, formed a com-mittee to consider practical methods for developing profem ionaltraining for the artisan class. After a serious study of the question,on April 8, 1886, they determined upon the organization of an Asso-ciation of Professional Schools.
The exact aim of this organization is thus explained in the by-laws:

There niready exist in Belgium. in addition to higher technical instruction.industrial schools, both professional and apprentice, coasted and .mintaluell,by public authority. But in the Oral of these schools industrial instruction ispurely theoretical. Much time :aid effort are de:oted to improving them andto extending them. The professional schools are expensive to maintain, andthey do not develop artisans who epo sureessfully mole objects required by thecurrent trade, Finally. the apprentice schools nosintadoeil by sotne of ourlarge industrial plants permit only a single speciali. In 1114e schools themaster intrusts to the pupil only the secondary tasks of the workshop; bemakes of; him a mechanic but not an apprentice. Wo will not touch uponthose schools where there Is. regular and methodical instruction. for It is ourpurpose to profit I)) the gleeful institutions and schools that are alreadyestablished. To this end, In all localities where a need exists for professionalor apprentice schools, as well as schools of household economy or agriculture,the commission will reach an understanding with the heeds -of factories, withindustrial organizations, or with the workers.

The association has begun its propaganda; to it is due the creationof the horological school in Brussels and the school for tailors atLiege. It has already a large number of members; all opinions inpolities and religion are represented. The Government is interestedin this-Organization,.which is destined to render great service.
1
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ORGANIZATION OF THE ARTISTIC- INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.

Ti-day 11'8881 13elgitun is provided with a vast syStem of artistic
igdustrial education. This instrIctioi is divided into five categories
of very distinct schools:

1. 'The academies of fine arts.
2. The schools of decorative art.
3. The professional itchools, which are destined to furnish the

young people instructiA in art and science with the practical appli-
cation of art and of science to industry.

4. Industrial schools where the artisans receive, in the evening and
on Sunday morning, instruction in the elements of art and science
that are applicable to their specific trade.

5. Apprenticikschools, that train young men just before they enter
the industries as artisans. )

"a9 APL'RENTICE SCHOOLS.

The apprentice schools, which must not be confused with he ap-
prenticeship schools from which art is excluded and which therefore
were not included in my inquiry, are intended especially for the
young men from the farms throughout Flanders wlin work in the
fields duritig the summer and who in winter help their parents to
weave. There ate workshops very simply equipped and directed by
a foreman who instrlicts in the theory and practice of weaving, and
where every day the communal instructor for one hour gives some
idea of arithmetic and of the Flemish Janguage to the pupils who
are admitted at the age of 12 years. There are about 1,000 of these
students in some .50 workshops, the maintenance of which costs about
50,000 francs a year.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.

The industrial schools are organized in all the manufacturing cen-
ters of Belgium, large and small. The courses are held in the even-
ing and on Sunday mornings. The instruction placed at the disposal
of the workman has for its exclusive purpose to give him the artistic
and scientific drawing that he can not acquire in the shop, to develop
his intelligence, and to initiate him into the general laws that gov-
ern the use of materials, and thus to furnish him the practical means
whereby he can augment the economic value of his labor and thus -

better his social and material position and that of his family.
The program of instruction comprehends, in general, design and its

application, geometry, mathematics, bookkeeping, physics, chemistry,
mechanics, hygiene, and induarial economics.

This program is necessarily modified according to the requirements,
of the local industries.; in each community the studies are "especialli
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directed toward the various branches of industry that are carried onjn that locality. Thus, depending upon the needs, they teach indus-
trial chemistry, metallurgy, theory of stonecutting, mine working,building, weaving, dyeing, application of electricity, management ofsteam engines, etc.

The industrial schools are essentially .communal; the most completeautonomy is left to the local council of burgomasters and aldermenregarding their 'organization, programs, and regulations. The Gov-eritment, in accordance with its grant of subsidy, reserves the rightof general approval and .of inspection by its representatives, whoseduty it is to help as much as possible, through their advice, in the de-'velopment of these institutions. The enrollment in theSe schools,which number about 40, exceeds 10,000 students. The schools of this
1:ind selected for study f by Vachon] Were those of Brussels,. Charle--roi, Ghent, and Antwerp, which constitute the most complete types.

THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL AT GHENT.

The Indutrial School at Ghent presents, in the underlying prin-ciple of its foundation and organization, a type that differs from theinduStrial schools of'Brussels and Antwerp. The school is no longer
merely theoretical; it is practical in some of its parts and professionalin others, and even contemplates training foremen and superin-tendents.

It consists of four large sections.
The first section is specially intended far workmen. The coursesAre given Sunday morning and Monday after 5 o'clock, the only daysand hours throughout the week when the workmen are ngi, busy;The instruction includes arithmetic, elements of algebra, geometry,surveying, leveling, physics. chemistry, mechanics, accounting, careof machinery, mechanical drawing and its application to machinery.and to building construction.
The second section is organized for foremen, superintendents, em-ployers, and sons of managers, that is to say for xoung men whohave received an average education, are employed in industry, com-

.merce, administrative positions, the army, etc. Instruction is' of asomewhat higher grade. It is given every evening from 6. to 9o'clock and on Sundays from 11 to 1 o'clock.
The third section is a textile school in which the instruction ishoth theoretical and practical

e',and lasts two or three years. Thclasses are held every day from 9 in the morning. until 5 in thea fternoon.
The fourth section constitutes a special school of art applied toindustry, which has as its purpose to train designers for all kindsof textiles, for lace and embroidery, far .bronze and jewelry; deco-rative painters and ornamental sculptors. The pupils in this section
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study drawing, painting, and modeling from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.; in
he evening the designers follow an oral course on textiles. A cer-

'tain numbffr of painters and ornamental sculptors continue their
studies at the Fine Arts Academy.

Finally, the school has organized three special courses: Ornamental
designs, given from 6 to 8 in the evening for young men who devote
themselves to the artistic industries and work during the day; a
course in ornamental drawing for young women, which is held in the
morning from 9 to 12 every day; and a course in photography, which
is held during the summer on Sunday mornings from 10 to 11 o'clock.

The school (in 1888) has 1.285 pupils. (For list of professions of
the pupils see Appendix D.) All applicants must be at least 14 ,(.0
years etf age, know how to read fluently, write correctly, and know
the first four rules of arithmetic, as applied to whale numbers and
fractionS.)

In addition it is ncegsary, in order to be admitted as a pupil to
the elementary classes in physics and mechanics and to those lot.
mechanical drawing and construction. to have an elementary know-
ledge <Of algebra and geometry; for the courses in chemistry. to
know the elements of physics; for the courses in design for textiles,
embroidery, etc., to be able to draw simple ornaments.

The conditions for admission to special classes and the conditions
of promotion (from one class to the next are determined by individual
ability; in addition, persons who are not reri flatly entered Is pupils
may take certain courses, provided they have the approval of the
director and the executive committee.

It has been found useful for the development of the school and
for the best interests of the people to leave to the different groups
of workmen and artisans the liberty of selecting and following those
claims that suit them and to avoid all preliminary examinations that
might intimidate or embarrass them.

The textile school is both theoretical and practical. Machinery
of all types and for all tissues is at the disposal of the pupils for
practical work under the direction' of the professor or a foreman.
In the design course, which accompanies this professional instruc-
tion, the pupils in the textile school receive instruction in the appli-
cation of the diVersicinds of design employed in the millstreadle.
looms, Jacquard and others, designs for laces, etc. When they have
arrived at the end of their studies, the students execute, for their
own benefit, manufacturers' orders for designs, thereby becoming
familiar with the technical and commercial requirements of the in-
dustry. A score of crafts carried on by hand or with machinery
give practical instruction in all forms of the textile industry.

One serious defect this school, as compared with other textile
schools in Europe, is that the pupils are not kept Pystec regarding
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new inventions that have been brought out for the advancement of
old trades. Nor does the school possess technical or artistic collec-
tions that permit the students constantly to have before their eyes
specimens of divers productions in the textile industry.,

The school is well installed in a vast building erected for its usea few years ago. The people of Ghent, both manufacturers and
workmen. are greatly interested in their industrial school and veryproud of it.

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS.

The professional schools are few in,"nuneber and, with the excep-tion of three or four, of little impilirtance; these, liowever,, are of
great interest on account of the variety of the systems adopted.k
They are: In Brussels the professional school fog young women and
the hprological sbliool; at Ghent the textile school; at Antwerp the
professional school for young women"; and at Tournai the schoolof woodworking and iron.

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL' OR WORKERS IN WOOD AND IRON AT TOURNAL

The professional school at Tournai constitutes a very special typein industrial education; here they have succeeded in the applicationof the workshop principle to the school. This institution is an oldschool of arts and trades radically transformed in view of the devel-opment of local industries.
The school has two sectionsthe industrial school proper and theworkshops. There are about 150 pupils. There is'a dormitory forthe students who have no parents and for those whose home is beyondthe limits of the district.
The instruction in the industrial school, to which one can beadmitted only from the age of 12 years and knowing how to read,write, and calculate, includes French, arithmetic, geometry, the-1chanics, physics, chemistry, anti' industrial economy. Drawing isthe basis of all instruction. 'The courses' last three yeari, with anadditional year for thbSe who are obliged to enter the preparatofy -school.. The method of teaching drawing is good; they thaw coin-

pletely abandoned the copying from prints, and the students work
almost exclusively from natural forms, adapting them, especially' totheir individual industries. Six professors give this instruction.During the summer the .drawing Classes and the scientific courses
are held from 6.80 to 7.30 in the morning and in winter from 7 to 9in the evening.

The organization of the _workshops, constitutes. the distinguishingfeature of this school. There are three of these workshopswood-working (carpentry, joinery, cabinetry), coppersmithing, mechanics(molding, model mating, turning, and scaling [enlarging and re7
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dueing]).1 The workshops are installed in the school buildings and
possess a complete industrial equipment.

The school administration has made contracts with three superin-
ttndents of establishments whereby the students are assured( their
professional studies in a veritable factory.

Under, these conditions the workshops funetim-i like real factories.
The contractor seeks and executes orders for the' regular trade. The
work during the past year amounted -to, '200,000 francs. The me-
chanical shops produced work worth 150.000 francs, that for wood -
working 40,00 francs, and that fcir coppersmithing 10,000 francs.
To:day. (1.8SS) in the shop for mechanics, turners, mold makers, etc.,
there are 45 apprentices, in that for cabinetry 15, and coppersmith-
ir.g 15.

Thus organized and directed by a master meHianic in a serious
and practical manner, the workshops, annexed to*the school can
function usefully. Without being constantly under paternal super-
vision to protect him against the greed or ilegligence of a master,
the student receives progressive professional init,ruction, learns the
fundamentals of his trade, keeping theory llbrt7gst with practice, and
little by little .arrives through his 'assiduity and ability to earning a

''? little money which relieves his family orthe expenses af his appren-
ticeship. The school at "1,,urnai, in thfs connection, is a model.' The

:difficult problem of "apprenticeship in a workshop has been clearly
and satisfactorily met, but I would not advocate it as an example .to
be followed.: I .believe tliat, the condititmA that have permitted this
solution are quite exceptional, even unique.

Tournai was not an industrial city; the school did not a utseiloS-
tility through competition with private industiral unde takings.
Moreover, in spite of favbrable conditions, the institution is far- from
producing the results that should be, expected from such a complete
organization. The school has but a limited 'number of pupils; the
inspector's reports that I tVachon] have examined prove that fqv
young men complete their apprenticeship in these workshops. The
workers are indifferent toward the school and the manufacturers
show little inte; est. The Government has already asked the admin-
istrative council to investigate the causes of the light attendance at
the establishment and what remedies might be brought to this diffi-
cult situatid4.

The budget amounts to 24,000 francs. Instruction is gratuitous.
The Ivelfare bureau gives subsidies to the -young men who are en-'
tirely without means of existence.

.41111

THE ART SCHOOLS.

The art schools or academies that give to young people artistie
instruction with special reference to art as applied to industry have ;
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been studied with care, and the analysis of their 'organization con-
stitutes the major part of this report.

These schbols are: At Brussels; the Academy and School of Deco-
rative Arts, and the schools in the suburbs of Ixelles and Molenbeek
St. Jean; at Antwerp, the Fine Arts Academy; at Ghent, the St.
Luc School.

THE ACADEMir OF ,FINE ARTS AND THE SCHOOL OF DECORATIVE ARTS AT
BRUSSELS.

History of the school.--- September 30, 1711. the town council.
granted to the elder painters, carpet weavers, sculptors, and other
art lovers room in the Towti Hall "to carry on the art of draw-
ing.' Classes were opehedttle following October.

The little school responded so well to the intetest of the communal
administration that, after having given it light and heat, flip town
council took it under their protection and allotted to it an:annual
subsidy. Some of the classes sought larger quarters elsewhere.

The services rendered by this city institution were of such value to
the arts and to the industeies thlit, the Government, following the
pressure of public opinkm, took the school under its patronage. It
received in 1763 the title of Academy of Painting and Sculpture;
al Prince Charles, of Lorraine, whO declare(Phimself its protector,-
awarded four medals each year to, the pupils who made the greatest
progress.

The town council accorded additional facilities to the academy;
and the mate of Brabant in turn allotted it a subsidy. Then the
prOminent families of Brussels rivaled each other in gifts of money,
presents of objects to serve as models, and in other ways helped to
build up the modest school' which, in the course of cAptratively few
years, had developed so greatly. 411 the classes, in 1763 were again
united in the Town Hall, where they remained until 1835; ihey were-
then transfe7ed to the basement of the Palais de l'Industrie. The
school was closed' several tidies, owing to wars, but always reopened
with 'renewed interest whenever condikons. permitted.

From the basements of the Palais de TInchistrie, where it was iffy
badly installed, the school was trahsferred, under the administration
of M. Ansp'ach, into large buildings specially constructed for it op
the Rue du Midi.

In 1886 the school was radically transformed by the addition of a
school of decorative arts. A report presented to the aldermen of the
city of Brussels tells clearly the reasons for this transformation and
the circumstances under which it was accomplished.

Our Academy of Fine Arts opens its doors annually to about 800 pupils. Are
all these young people destined to become painters, architects, sculptors?
Evidently not. From statistics prepared_ in 1879 the academy counted amongthiii number 580 persons who were workmen or artist artisans. (For list of
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occupations of these students, see Appendix C.). It suffices, also, to compare the
attendance In the three grades of Instruction to see that the majority of the
students do not continue their studies beyond the elementary division.

What are the practical consequences to be deduced from these undeniable
facts, according to the official figures? It is that, to accomplish its purpose.
our academy should become a popular school capable of giving to the artisans
the knowledge that will enable them to apply art to their profession. The
academy is far, from that.

All its instruction is solely organiled toward the development of sculptors
Painters, and architects. This result it attains perfectly; to be convinced of
this It suffices to look through the list of distinguished artists who have been
in its classes.

But nothing, of scarcely anything, has been done for the 111 trades that are

i
represented among its students.

Let us endeavor.then to employ the lost efforts for the benefit of general
prosperity; let us develop and perfect the industries "de Luxe'" Let us try
to be no longer contributory to Paris for the creation of models. for the manu-
facture of those thousands of objects to which the perfection of form. good
taste. and originality of conception give,all theii value.

The progress that our carpet weavers, furniture manufacturers. our 0,ot-s-
tore, have made in the domain of the industrial arts shows to what degree of
perfection they might attain if our academy could furnish them good crafts:
men, well-trained foremen, gild creators of designs. Other industries are threat-
ened with ruinlace, silversmithing. diamond setting. Let a virgorous impulse
be given through instruction in the decorative arts, and it will bring them out
of the morass in which they vegetate.

In 1RS5 the secretary,of the academy, Mr. Alexandre liennr. in
speaking to the students. said: ,

When judging the competitions the juries proved 'their discernment by 1ehig
severe in making the swards. Many of ttfe young graduates imagine that the.
prizes that they receive from the academy confer upon 'them the title of artist.
Wp can not too strongly condemn al* pretensions, the results of 'which are
deplorable both for art and for themselves. Let them understand thoroughly,
and we can not repeat it too often. that they acquire with us only the work-
ing, tools, and that etich one shotild, have the good sense to use thepe tools
according to hit aptitudes.

Academies are often accused of tending,only to develop artists. This re-
proach is not de to their .teaching only. but rather to the blind infatuation.
to the parents' eakness, and often also to what I may call the culpable adula-
tion of certain artists. They content ttfrmselves In discovering artisticAptitudes
in childish productions. How many times, when there Is registraticaz of
applicants to fill the vacant places at the academy, I have seen a mere babe

*. presented by a fond mother, a father proudef his offipring seeing already a
suwessor Rubens and Itaphay. surprised that they were not immediately ad-
mitted to the painting courses.

Principles of the school.The principle that now. dominates the in-
struction at the School of Fine Arttrid the School of Decorative
Arts is that Ihich manifests itself in every line of the Government
report. The numerous professors are no longer occupied exclusively,
as in the past, in making' paifiters and sculptors. but artisans skilled
in all branches of the national industries. In consequence, all the in-
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struction has been Devised with the purpose of making evident to thestudents the importance of considering art as absolutely necessaryin every manifestation of the industrial spirit. From the very first.lessons. the instructors place before the eyes of the young people
models selected almost exclusively from among the masterpieces ofindustrial art. For the everlasting heads of Jupiter, Apollo, andMinerva they substitute, with intelligence, bronzes, ceramics, panelsof .4lecorative sculpture. Said the assistant director:

We are absolutely convinced that the .teaching of industrial art, far from-hurting thitartistic education of our filture painters and sculptors, can onlystrengthen ew vigorously, and it is for this reason that we have made thefoundation of all our teaching the application of art to industry.
Consequently the program of the courses has been organized thus:Upon entering the academy, during the'first, year the pupils receiveinstruction in drawing and geometry common to all sections. Thiscourse is, in a way, a general preparatory course. organized for thepurpose of giving all young people uniform elementary artistic in-struction, which renders them fit to pursue successfully the followingcourses. < After that the pupils find themselves face to face with thebig general divisionspainting, sculpture, architecture. At thistime they must make a choice that conforms with the trade thatthey ai.e following or that they wish to adopt. For their benefitthere has been prepared a poster, placed in all parts. of the estab-lishment and sent to all the parents, which indicates most ingeniouslyall the industrial branches derived from each of these general di-visions. They have thought, and with reason, that definite speciali-

zat ion was necessary 'in the second year in order that the student, bymeans`of the application of art to his special industry, should beencouraged to persevere, the utility; of the instruction being con-stantly demonstrated to him.
Experience has proved that if two-thirds of the students heretoforeleft the academy before having learned anything useful, the reasonwas that they had the very distinct feeling of the uselessness in theirtrade of the long and difficult work to which the regulations con-demned them; under these conditions they preferred to withdraw.The old system of generalized studies presented, besides, the seriousdisadvantage of blinding many young people regarding their veri-table vocation. Led astray by instruction in pure art, without appli-cation to industry, they became very bad painters, sculptors, orarchitects, when, without doubt, they would have made excellentcabinetmakers, carpenters, or decorators.

Method8 of teaching.There are some especially 'interesting
stethods of teaching in this school. From the first hour there is mani-fested an effort to' awaken the intelligence and imagination of thepupils by easily solved problems tending toward the application of
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the principles of geometti to familiar objects. Thus. after having
explained an elementary figure. the instructor gives the pupil as a
task, to bring to the next lesson, reproductions gf all the examples
that he has been aide to find about him .of the application of this
figure. This system gives most satisfactory results.

The instructors endeavor, so far as it is physically possible, to
place before the eyes of the pupils models that are exact repro-

% ductions of the originals, in color and in form; the student sees better_
and the drawing shows the effect, in its quality of observation and
precision, of this material -verity. Soon the planter models. crudely
white, will be mercilessly excluded from the instruction at the Brus-
sels academy.

Every object, whatever it is, _that is placed before the eyes of the
students as a model is accompanied by a succinct, but very exact.
notice, giving information regarding its composition, its -origin, and
its author, Every 'fragment of architecture, sculpture, etc., is placed
before a blackboard upon which the instructor has previously drawn
the monument to which it belongs, adding to it a concise history.
Without Oubt the pupil thus receives in a very substantial manner
a veritable course in the history of art.

The lessons in theory are followed by problems showing their ap-
plication. Each pupil, after a lesson oirpne of the ancient archi-
tectural orders, must search out on the buildings in Brussels examples
of the application of this order and copy them free-hand. It is easy
to see the advantages of such a system of instruction; ,as simple as
ingenious, which develops in all directions the intelligence of the
young people and gives them a rigorous artistic education, as well
as profound instruction, both practical and theoretical.

The organization of the museum of casts is conceived in the same
spirit. Bach wall will be covered with paintings reproducing the
buildings that contain they original works.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS AT ANTWERP.

The study of the academy at Antwerp would not have figured in
this report, if a reorganization that took place last year had not given
this institution a new plan of instruction which aims to develop in-
dustrial art. In. his report for the scholastic year of 1886-87, the
general manager of the school thus explained the character of the.-
change:

Fine art could not alone remain the prineipl purpose of the academy's in-
struction; a new need had shown itself, imperious, irresistible. Modern Indus
try again appeals to artfor the means whereby it can raise the standards of its
products. The preponderant role that industry plays in the 'public wealth im-
poses the duty henceforth to place within the reach of fhe artisan opportunity
to exercise, with the greatest intelligence and knowledge, the trade that he has
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selected. Thence the inevitable obligation to broaden in a rational manner the
itpplications of art to industry.

Too long there has been shown in the academies an almost exclusive pro-
pensity to develop only artiste And yet the statistics state each year that more
than two-thirds of the total number of students do not intend to devote them-
selves to the fine arts. To open the field of tine arts only to the young people
wheshow proof of special aptitude; to inculcate in all the pupils the'general
principles of a well-grounded artistic education, both practical and scientific;
to broaden the application of art to Industry these are the three distinct
characteristics of the reorgviized instruction.

Consequently, the programs have been planned so that with the be-
ginning of the intermediary instruction, which constitutes theisecond
year of study, the division of the students takes place, and they begin
to apply the three branches of artpainting, sculpture, and &rat-
tecturer--to the various trades that are derived therefrom:

(For courses see Appendixes G and H.)
The organization of these courses is in reality a veritable artistic

reform which will give, without doubt, fruitful results.. It fills a
logical need.

Fr 9m conversations with divers persons actively occupied with
questions of instruction. it seemed that they cherished the ambition
of seeing the Academy of Antwerp. in the near future, provided with
an advanced Institute of Decorative Arts side b side with the ad-
vanced Institute of Fine Arts, which the new laws have created as
the summit of the academy's instruction. This ambition is laudable,
and its realization would certainly be very favorable to the develop-
inent'of the artistic industries of Belgium.

THE INSTITUTE OF FINE ARTS.

This advanced Institute of Fine Arts dates only from last. year
(1887). As in the case of the various universities, the young people
will not be admitted to the institute except after having passed very
severe examinations, reviewing all the intermediary instruction.
They hope thereby to close the artistic career to those who have not
the necessary aptitudes to lead to success and thus to avoid increis-
ing the number of failures and misfits. This institute, a Government
foundation, is directed by broad-minded professors. who are ap-
pointed by the National Government, whereas the academy is purely.
communal. Oral instruction includes advanced artistic studies and
is accompanied by work . in the free studios under the direction of
a master selected by the student. Eleven instructors teach at the
institute. and there are 36 in the two schools.

SUMMARY OF INDUSTRIAL ART EDUCATION IN BELGIUM.

There is at the present time (1888) in Belgium an important na-
ional movement for the development of industrial and artistic edu-
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cation. The municipalities are at the head of the movement. Either
they take the initiative in the creation of schools of they recognize
as communal establishments those which were founded by private
societies, as soon as they have proved their value to the public.

The National Government intervenes ik the movement only by
subsid:s always liberally accorded. Everywhere it leaves to the
institutions, whether municipal or private, their complete autonomy.
It occupies itself exclusively with results obtained. If they are sat-
isfactory, the Government continues the subsidy; if not, it is revoked.
The nation possesses but one art school, the Institute of Fine Arts at
Antwerp, Created .0 -yeirr16 (1887) .

The municipalities. while recognizing as communal institutions
(he schools founded by the societies, similarly leave to the committees
of the societies the administration of the schools. They appoint the
professors as presented, aid they approve the budgets without in-
tervention in the course of study or the regulations. The mun*i-
pality administers directly only the public schools. Even here great
independence in the organization and operation is left to the direc-
tors of the school. The fact which proves it is this, which is most in-
teresting: At the head of these schools 'are the artists whe organized
them many years ago, or those who have reorganized them. In this
1,ountry they have the wisdom not to yield Public offices to political
changes and partiamentary influences. Besides; the executive coun-
cils always include a certiiin num%er of members selected from out-
side the municipal council-,-lawyers, manufacturers, artists. etc.

The instruction seems to have in view almost exclusively the train:
ing of-the workmen. I found in Belgium no institutions of the type
of those at Crefeld and Roubaix. having for their aim to give to young
people already in a definite industry a complete training looking to-
Ward the position of director or ilest' of a firm.

Is this peculiarity the consequence of a special system of organi-
zation in Belgium. a deficiency caused by scarcity of financial re-
sources. or by the lack of time?' There is, doubtless, a little of all
of this. In conversation with many people it appears that. they
recognize the need of advanced special schools, but the creation of
theSe schools has been subordiirted for the present, for political
and social reasons, to the more pressing need for schools to instruct
the craftsmen. Besides, it is almost exclusively from the working
class that the schools of art and of industry are recruiting their
pupils; the middle class (bourgeoisie) place their sons in.the army,
in the so-called liberal careers,-and in conimercial positions.

Nor did I. see any ..stliool for the application of art to industfy
similar to those in Berlin, Vienna, and Naples. The school in Brus-
sels that I thought was of this type on account of its name is a
secondary school, without workshop§; its pupils are workmen or
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apprentices, and the few young people who can take the day coursesare all preoccupied in trying to earn their living as rapidly aspossible. The conditions are therefore not very favorable for long'and patient study or the tax in time and money that are required
for complete trainAg, whether theoretical or practical.

The evening schools are remarkable. They place, at small cost,within the reach of the workman the benefits of instruction its draw-ing not only, in its elementary forms but in its application to the(livers industries. The results are magnificent. The pupils who
!live assiduously followed the three years' coursemasons, carpen-
ters, stonecutterscan tnake complete architectural draWings, with
layout, estimate, and drawings of all parts for construction and .decoration in full size, on wood or stone: locksmiths and cabinet-
makers compose ornaments in all styles: they can make free-handsketches and working drawings of all the products and machines
of their industries.

Finally, come the industrial schools. It is in these institutions
that the democratization of artistic training and the desire forinstruction by the workman are shown in a startling way. Belgium
gives us there a great example. The#attendince at some of these
schools is as high as 5'per cent of the population of the town.

At Charleroi I saw the pupils of the industrial schoolslocksmiths,
masons, carpenters, minerscome from a radius of 20 miles, in spite
of snow and cold, on Sunday morning to study, under severe dis-
cipline, drawing, geometry, arithmetic. physics. and chemistry., And
they pay. Before entering the school they have to deduct from their
meager wages 9 francs. Some intelligent thunicipalities reimbursethis amount, but at the end of their studies and

more
the express

condition that the shall not have been absent more than twice duringthe period of the three scholastic years.
This question of payment of tuition should be carefully noted.

It is very frequent in Belgium. The principle of gratuitous instruc-tion is laid asicte upon moral consideration. It is a very practical
means of interesting in the schools both pupil: and parents, to assure'assiduity, and to'give a serious character to the eqkirses.

I have shown how the organization of instruction in the industrial
schools and the evening schools is of a simple and practical cjiaracter.It is the work of seCous minds having 'exclusively in vied/ to placeat. the disposal of the workmen a strong tool for the improvement
pf their social position, without unclassing them or giving them
unhealthy ambitionS. The programs are very broad, the regulationsvery short. All these institutions open their doors wide at the
slightest knock from those who wish to learn:"

20002*--23----3
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I indicate with care the radical traniformation of the academies
and schools of drawing which is taking place in Belgium under the
influence of new ideas of the social role of art. It has been proved
that these academies and schools each veer throw on the streets of
the large cities crowds of the ambitious, of failures,. poor devils
running after fortune and glory and finding onlj, misery: The
Annual salons overflow with exhibitors of all ages and of both sexes.
while the, industrial studios lack artists and artisans. This state of
things appeared to be a social danger; they decided to cut it short.
The teaching of drawing was changed. Before attempting " great
art " the young people hereafter will receive fundamental profes-
sional instruction which will assure their breadwinning. Those
who wish to go higher will find at the beginning of advanced- train-
ing a time of probation and examinations so severe that they must
have real ability to undertake the work and to keep at it. I recom-
mend therefore careful study of the chapters devoted to the acad-
emies of Bru&sels and Antwerp. You will find there some very good
ideas, the application of which to our (French) schools woeold give
excellentmres.ults.

Regarding the serious question of apprenticeship. Belgium is op-
posed to the adoption of the apprenticeship system in the schools,
Tournai is the only exception that justifies the maintenance of a very
old practice and the possession of workshops long organized at great
expense. The system of outside workshops, directed by trade fore-
men and where the students continue undej the direct supervision of
the school, seems likely-to become general.

In the professional schools for young women, the question ..of
apprenticeship is evidently not the same as in the schools for young
Men. The apprenticeship should be effective, but in this connection
modifications have been made in the programs that are of the great-
est importance. A few years ago the special professional .coumes
constituted veritable productive shops, leased to contractors; to-day
they are merely workshops where the pupils carry out the projects
for themselves or for their families. The course in flower making
alone follows the ancient system, but its reform is .imminent.

Speaking of apprenticeship, I ought to present certain observa-
tions to prevent confusion of .ideas and terms that are constantly
stated when this question is under discussion. At the last congress
for professional instruction at Brussels it led to stormy and useless-
discussions.

Manual instruction that has been introduced into elementary
schools has no relation to apprenticeship. The workshops that
function abroad in .certain industrial art schools are not apprentice-
ship workshops. Their object is exclusively to initiate young men
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in a practical manner into the technical difficulties that must modifytheir artistic instruction according to each industry. .

Neither shoula the mechanical, dyeing, and weaving shops thatfunction at Crefeld be considered as apprentA workshops: they aremerely studios for the advanced training of foremen a heads ofestablishmenti.
Consequently, relying upon examples abroad, proved and irrefu-table examples, 1 propose the creation of workshops in our schools

of decorative art, the question of apprenticeship being entirely elimi-nated.
To-day, after my study in Belgium, I repeat. %%itli still more

energy, the considerations with which I closed my report on Switzer-land and Rhenish, Prussia two years ago: Following the exampleof those coutitries. we must, at all cost, spread artistic instructionamong the workmen. All the industrial centers in France should
be providej with .industrial schools similar to those I have described,the organization of which is so simple and inexpensive. Their prodi-
gious ';-1,11Cet'SS is ,absolute proof of their necessity.

DENMARK AND SWEDEN.

in a country where general education has been so widely extended,instruction in the industrial arts could not be nealected. I neednot occupy myself with the Royal Academy, founded in 1738 byChristian VI under the name of School of Ikawing. and which underits new title, granted in 1754, has kept its special character of in-struction for the training of painters, sculptors, and architects.The first organization of instruction for artisans and workmendates from 1ti00, when the Pastor Nlossman founded at.Copenhagen
the Sunday School of Drawing. This institution rendered greatservice, and similar schools were created in the Provinces. Theyear 183S saw the formation at Copenhagen of a large association,the Industrial Society. the strong vitAlity of which was evident thisyear (1Ss8) in the Scandinavian Exposition which it promoted..The purpose of this'association was the national .development ofDenmark's industrie iindustries. But with rare intelligence regarding theconditions and needs of-the industries; the founders from the eery
beginning *considered artistic instruction as the most active agentin this development. When Thorvaldsen made hit triumphal entryinto Copenhagen. September 15, 1R38, on the Danish frigate Rota,thc Industrial Society sent a deputation to meet him on board thevessel and presented an address in Ni'llich they said We are be-ginning to understand that all industry and even the lowest trades
should be animated by the spirit of art.".
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TECHNICAL SOCIETY.

But the Veritable public and fruitful movement began from the
day of the foundation, in 1843, of the Technical Society, which cre-
ated-a large school for apprentices and workmen, and which, changed
several times but always enlarged and perfected, has remained the
prototype and one might say the 'mother of the industrial art edu-
cation of the Kingdom. According to its original constitution, its
sole object was to found at Copenhagen and in the Provinces of the
Kingdom evening and Sunday schools of drawing for professional
instruction to apprentices and workmen. The work succeeded im-
mediately, and was extended despite the smallness of its financial
resources. When the laws of 1857 suppressed the corporations in
Denmark, the Government and the local authorities were obliged to
take up the important question of apprenticeship and professional
instruction., which the c,orportitions had heretofore provided through
their organization of trade-unions, traveling scholarships, etc. Numer-
ous industrial apprenticeship schools were created, but without any
unity of principle or program, and without a personnel capable of
giving serious instruction. They did not produce good results, and
little by little they were abandoned by the apprentices and workmen,

find here what to perfect themselves
professions. A certain number of artists, manufacturers, and private
gentlemen, moved by tle realization of this situation, so detriniental
to the best interests of the national industries, united to consider

'means for modifying it. They constituted in 1876 a new association,
which combined with the ola Technical Society and decided to create
a large special school. This 'institution gave a strong impulse to
the. national movement for professional instruction, to -which the'
State to-day devotes large sums in its annual budget.
-.(There are to.-day (1888) scattered throughout Denmark' 80 public
schools of art and industry for artisans, apprentices, and workmen,
with a total of about 6,000 students. The most important industrial
art school is that of the Technical Society.

THE TECHNICAL SCHOOL AT COPENHAGEN.

The Technical Society is governed by an executive cominittee, com-
posed of members elected at the general meeting of members by dele-
gates from the Government, the city, the Fine Arts Academy, the
Industrial Society, and by the various workmen's associations that
contribute to its support. According to its by-laws, its aim is to
develop professional instruction in 'Denmark by creating schools for
apprentices and workers in Copenhagen and in the principal cities
of the Kingdom. The Technical School in,Copenhagen has actually
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more than 2,000 pupils of all ages and all trades who attend the
day, evening, and Sunday courses.

Judging from the work shown at the Scandinavian 'Exposition atCopenhagen the instruction at this Technical School is excellent.In this school, as in all others throughout the country, the .coursesdevoted to the trades related to building and to mechanics are muchgreater in number, than those of the decorative arts. They give tothe students only so much of art and of drawing as are absolutely
necessary for their special trade. However, with great intelligence,they have made it possible for those interested in architecture totake courses that will open for them the doors orthe Royal Academyof Fine Arts.'

The Technical School at Copenhagen occupies .a vast edifice. Theinstallation is excellent in its lighting, ventilation, and hygiene; andby means of its tasteful decorations of ceramics and sculpture thearchitects have known how to give the buildings an agreeable andpicturesque physiognomy.

THE FEDERATION O'F INDUSTRIAL AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS.
The Technical School at Copenhagen has created a federation ofall the professional schools of Denmark for their material and moral

advancement. On January 2, 1879, the director of the school sentto all his colleagues a circular letter in which he fully and preciselyexplained the aims and purposes of the institution, and asked if itwould not be agreeable for them mutually to exchange ideas andplans and to receive from the' Copenhagen school competitions atstated times with pecuniary awards, models, advice on questions of
instruction, and the creation of normal courses for the advancementof their instructors. The suggestion was received with enthugiasm,and the federation was immediately* formed. The following yearthe Technical School organized an annual congress of all the in-
structors of professional education and established courses for theimprovement of the teachers, to which they devoted 10,000 crowns.The work to-day (1888) is prospering and renders great service.
TI1 SCHOOL OF ART AND 'INDUSTRY FOR WOMEN AT COPEN1

HACI,EN.

This school was founded in 1875 upon the initiative of a Danish
association whose mission is to encourage the intellectual and social
emancipation of women; but this society neither directs nor adminis-ters it. A special society was formed which raised the funds and
obtained State and municipal subsidies.

The.selioot is divided into three sections: Elementary section, art
section, and industrial art section: There are 21 courses, diStributed
as follows:

. .
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Elementary section free - and riming, geometrical drawing. per-
spective. '

Art sectionpers ctive, drawing from casts and from nature,
full-length'figures from casts and from life, anatomical drawing,
painting in oil and water color, compoirtion of ornaments.

Industrial art sectionpainting on earthenware and porcelain,
wood carving, etching and engraving, wood engraving, piercing with
hammer and saw, modeling, hammered metal work, history of art.

In the art section the various subjects are taught as they are in
the Fine Arts Academy; to be admitted% the same kind of examina-
tions must be passed and graduation requirements are the same. In
the settion of industriaal art, the instruction is exclusively in the
industries that are directly related to art. Weaving, sewing, making
underwear, etc., are not included.

,To the theoretical courses are annexed workrocarts where the stu-
dents, in the later years, execute their personal compositions. For
this purpose the school buys the materials needed in the shops; the
expense of this is covered by the sale of work executed by the

-pupils, who receive as encouragement the excess of these ,receipts
over the cost of materials. This school is therefore precisely a
school of decorative art and a school of art applied to industry,
the only logical and fruitful organization. Also it gives excellent
results. Its pupils are much sought niter in the artistic studios at
Copenhagen, notably by the ceramists and jewelers. The exhibition
of this school showed wood carving and engraving on wood and
metal that was thoroughly pfofessional. in execution and in very
good taste( Instruct ion is given by 12 professors, under the direc-
tion of a committee of 7 representing the society, the State, and the
city. There were 80 pupils; they pay-an annual fee of 100 crowns
(Danish crown is 1 fr. 0.40, or .about 28 cents).

THE TECHNICAL SCHOOL AT STOCKHOLM.

Founded in 1860 by royal decree, it was radically reorganized in
1878 after an inquity made by,a commission sent to the Unitersal
Exposition at Paris in 1878. It is a complete institution of artistic
and industrial instruction for all who, to any degree whatever, can
be benefited: Young men and young women, workmen, future fore-
men, designers, and teachers of drawing. It constitutes at the same
time both an industrial' school and a school of the decorative arts
in the exact acceptation of these terms as I have used them in the
report of the schools of Belgium and Holland s

Elementary 8chool.ln the lowest grade the Technical School
includes evening classes attended by workmen and apprentices and it
forms a kind of elementary art school; instruction is given during
the two years in classes including spelling, writing, drawing, geom-
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etry, arithmetic. Beginning with the third month of the second
year, specialized instruction begins according to the trade followed

.by the apprentice or workman; the instructors direct the students ex-
clusively toward the application of drawing to their special trade and
from this moment the instruction becomes individual. The pupil
selects his courses and instructors according to his tastes and his
ambitions. When I objected to the director that this system seemed
rather to endanger the guidance of studies and the moral and mate-
rial discipline of -the school by giving the pupil an opportunity to
avoid the difficult and less attractive lessons and to devote himself-to
more amusing tasks, he replied that they had never had reason to re-
gret the plan because of the practical aspect of the instruction offered
end the serious character of the people among whom the pupils of the
school were recruited. The young men know very well that they are not
there to amuse themselves but to acquire, as rapidly as possible, the
scientific and artistic knowledge that will enable them to secure,
social advancement and useful information in their trade and which
will lead to a higher salary. Besides, the discipline is exceptionally
severe. After three days' absence without very serious cause, expul-
sion is irrevocably pronounced. Each instructor keeps a written
record of his classes, which is submitted daily to the director, who
is thus kept in close touch with the general progress of the studies
and the work of the.individl students.

The majority of the workmen leave the school after the second
year of general studies; only those who wish to perfect themselves
or who are ambitious to reach the higher positions continue to attend.
But I should add that these latter are few in number. The director
and the instructors do not urge the workmen to continue beyond this
primary school, deeming that the artistic instruction that they have
received is amply sufficient for the ordinary exercise of their trade.

. The individual initiative and the pe?sonal responsibility for the
**future, left to the students, constitute the essential moral character

of the institttion. I have been strongly impressed in all .the
northern coun..ries by the importance accorded, in the organiza-
tion ofd public instruction, to the development of the social education
of the individual whom they force,.from his early years, toithink
for himself, to be self-reliant, and to exercise his moral energy to the
fullest extent. The eVening.school has ilk annual enrollment of about
750 pupils, of whom 70 per cent are Workmen. The young men are

'not admitted under 14 years of age; they must previously pass a
severe examination proving that they are prepared by their primary
instruction to follow advantageously, the advanced courses in writing,
spelling, and arithmetic. The fee, which is prepaid, is 4 crowns for
young men already apprenticed and for workmen; 12 crowns for
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those who have no trade. The scholastic year is from October,
1 to April 30.

Professiona1. achool.From the beiinning of the second year the
elementary school becomes a professional school. It is divided into
ttree large groups, corresponding to the principal national indus-
triesbuilding trades, mechanical trades, and decorative arts.

Classes for the building trades.The purpose of these classes is
'to provide means for the workers in these industries to perfect
themselves during the winter month4 when work is at a standstill, in

order that they may become 'foremen, superintendents of workshops,
directors of works designers, etc. A rather severe examinatiOli has
been placed for entrance 'to these courses to weed 'out the inefficient,

and the amateurs. This examination implies thorough knowledge
of arithmetic, algebra; and the four rules of calculus; in geometry,
the first four boocks of Euclid, free-hand drawing, and advanced
knowledge of the 'Swedish language. The pupil must be at least
16 years of age. The course lasts three years, from November 19 to
April 30. The subjects taught are descr-i0tive geometry, 'perspec-
tive trigonometry, leveling, land surveying, mechanics, physics,
building law, stonecutting; estimating, bookkeeping, a knowledge of
the classical orders and of architectural drawing. All the courses
are obligatory.. The tuition fee is 10 crowns.

Classes for mechanics.instruction is.given in mechanics, theory
of handling machinery, engine drafting, technology to young men
who desire to become mechanics, shop foremen, master. mechanics,

. etc. The scientific courses are the same as above, with the exception
of architecture. These classes are held from November 19 to April 30
and last two years. Tuition is 3 crowns for workmen and app'ren-
t' es and-5 for other students.

Decorative art classes.The purpose of these classes is to. develop
professors for the normal technical schools, professionalrand artistic,
and industrial artists for all branches of industry that are susceptible
of- being improved by the introduction of art, or that absolutely
require thorough artistic knowledge. The class is divided into five
sections: (1) Drawing from nature and industrial design; (2) deco-
rative painting; (3) modeling and sculpture; (4) engraving on
stone, wood, and metal; (5) instruction in' drawing that is required
for a teacher's license. The courses begin September 1 and end May
31. They are held during the , evening, and on Sunday morn-
ing. In order that they may be i a position to Benefit from these
classes students in the first four se lons.nAst be well grounded- in
&awing and science. The preference for admission is granted to
candidates who already have a trade or who are preparing far a
manual profession. All stuilent&mnst be at' least 15 years of lige.
The conditions for. admission tohe class for teachers are very ex-
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acting. It is necessary to be over 18 years.of age and to have taken
classical studies corresponding to the fifth college class in Sweden,
know free-hand drawing, plan making, and perspective. The courses
in this section consist chiefly, in the second and third yelir, in teach-
ing experience secured in a free drawing school for children, which
is in session four times a week from September.10 to May 31 during
one hour in the afternoon; and. in the evening and Sunday morning.
courses that constitute the first division of the technical school. The
tuition fee in this section is 19 Crowns; in the other classes from 5 to16 crowns. Various special courses, 'including .history of art, em-
broidery, and theory of styles, are charged separately. The classin e rative art was followed this year by ;0 young men; it trains

"qua 3,--incrustrial designers who are greatly appreciated in the
Sw h studios and workshops. )

'
School for young women.. - -To the technital class is annexed a

shoot for young women, which has a register of about 70 students.
It is under the direction of a woman, but all ,the instructors areof the masculine sex: The school presents tee peculiarity that,
upon entering, each student ,is obliged to choose a trade. In the
course of her studies it is possible to chitnge this selection, but only
for very valid reasons, and this is rarely permitted, and then only on
condition that it is not frequently repeated. All the work is done,
with the chosen profession always in sight. In reality the school'
is much more a professional school than a veritable school of deco-
rative arts. such as we understand it in France. Even though a
fairly large number of the, young women are not destined to a.busi-
ness career, the aim of the school is to enabli the. students, aerapidly
as possible, to earn their living and to follow a remunerative trade.

The annual biudget of the Technical Schciol of Stockholm is
86,000 crowns, of which about.half is furnished by the State. The
balance consists of 40,000 crowns in donations, 10,000 in subsidies
from the Province and the municipality; the school itself brings in
about 1,140 crowns. Many of the pupils have their tuition paid by
their employers. A certain number receive annual grants from the
schools in the ,Provinces from which they graduated, going thence
to Stockholm to secure advanced training.

.
In tlje early days the Technical School suffered from the hostility

of the,small employers, who feared serious competition. -To-day
this hostility has entirely disappeared, and has even given place to
active sympathy. The majority of the pupils are the sons of these
small employers, the other half are peasants.

The installation of the school leaves nothing to be desired; it
occupiesin the center of the city the second, third, and fourth floors
of a vast edifice, the first floor and the ground floor of which have
been devoted to a special school for boys and to a museum of natural
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history. The rooms- are well equipped and supplied with excellent
lighting- awl with a perfect ventilation. The school possesses an
excellent science and art library, a good collection of casts from the

Vantique, Middle Ages, and Renaissance periods. Thdy are planning
to establish a veritable museum., of industrial art by .developing
these collections from the point of view of die decorative arts and
adding thereto series of original textiles and ceramics, but the
financial resources are lacking. This museum, however, will main-
tain exclusively the character of a student collection because of the
existence of the Northern Museum and the National Museum, which
contain valuable and precious industrial art objects of all kinds.

VACHON'S GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

After the Mission of April, 1888.

..,The previous missions, those of 1881, 1885, and 1886, dealt almost
exclusively with the organization of museums, large industrial art
schools, and advanced professional schools. The countries _visited
Germany, Italy, Austria-Hungary, Russia, Switzerland, and Rhen-
ish- Prussia offered useful examples from this point of view. Bel-
gium and Holland, the object of the present mission, offer their
chief interest in the organization of their schools for workmen. The
complete system of industrial art education abroad can be studied
from the following varioustypes:

1. In the first grade, according to the examples in Belgium, Rol-
land, and Germany, are found the schools for apprentices and work-
men. This type of school has as its exclusive aim to give to tie
workman and the apprentice elementary ideas of art and science
that will augment the economic value of his manual labor' by render-.
ing him more rapid and More intelligent. Consequently, the organi-
zation of the instruction is very simple and exclusively practical.'
The workman will not -persevere if from the very first hour he
does not recognize the practical utility of that which he is being
.taught and if he does not see an ,assured prospect of promptly
becoming skilled in his trade. There is here for him a double ques-
tion, advancement and self-respect. His, presence in a school where
he appeared to get merely elementary instruction would be htfmili-
ating. The secret of the extraordinary success of the Belgian and
German schools for workmen is in the intelligent solution of this
double question. These schools are popularly and officially, con-
sidered is special artistic and industrial schools and not as elemen-
tary classes for adults.

Every center of population, large pr small, should possess an in-
dust*1 school for workmen and apprentices, .open without other
condition than the ability to read and write; with an adequate budget
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ularly furnished by the municipality, to which .the State _will
accordl subsidy in view of the service rendered and the number ofstudents. Abroad, and principally in the countries cited, these
schools are innumerable. To them is attributed a considerable shareof the su'cess in the development of their industries.

2. In the second grade are the schools destined to. train youngien for a predetermined profession. Models of this type are notasking abroad; among these may be cited the sekools at Crefeld,at Iserlohn, at Reimscheide, at Aix-la-Chapelle GI flermany, and atSt. Gall in Switzerland. The young people already provided with
a good elementary education and eleMentary ideas of art receive here
a complete professional instruction, both theoretical and practical.

Here, contrary to the pedagogeal organization of the schools forworkmen, general education should hold a place. It is no longerworkmen and apprentices who frequent these schools, but youngmen who wish to occupy a higher position in the industrial realm
to become officials, foremen, or heads of establishments. Theseschools should not, is often happens, be organized as manual train-ing schools preparatory to apprenticeship nor as advanced appren-
tice schools. The absence of instruction constituting what I maycallperhaps somewhat ambitiously yet it fully expresses theideathe industrial and conimercia! humanities would deter therecruitment of an indispensable' element of the population, thatfraction of the citizens who. in certain social positions, can not
content themselves with instruction exclusively professional.

If the si-hools of this type. already organized in France, are not
greatly frequented by the children of the middle class, both commer- ,.cial and industrial, must one not seek. in their acttAjoarganization,
too manual and even too workmanlike, the origin of this absence,
which is very prejudicial to the interests of the country?

In the large centers where one industry dominates'the school should'
be devoted to it, as it is notably at Crefeld. Following the example,e,of this one, an ingenious combination of programs of instruction
and of rotation of classes permits the establishment, very economi-
cally, side by side with the day school, of an evening school wherethe workers in this industry can come and perfect themselves veryrapidly. In centers that possesS several industries the school includes
sections corresponding to these industries. Vienna, Naples, and
Geneva offer the best types of these schools. To be complete andreally fruitful, the theoretic instruction should be supported by prac-
tical instruction given by trade teachers in shops attached to the'school. But the organization of these workshops is a delicate under-_taking. Certain schools, because the did not solve this problem
wisely, endangered their prosperity, en their existence; the school
at St. Gall is an evidence of Th.. If from this training shop one

i ,
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makes an apprentice shop, the institution is lost.. It then forms only
bastard pupils, neither workmen, nor foremen, nor heads of estab-
lishments. The instruction is too complicated for the one, too nar-
row for the other. Nearly all, moreover, under these conditions,
neglect the theoretical instruction which is least agreeable, for they
practical instruction which is more attractive, and leave school be-
fore the end of the required studies.

I insist strongly upon this question of workshops. None is more
serious, in the organization of the industrial and artistic schools.

As to the pupils who might manifest exceptional aptitude fur cer-
tain branches of industry and who were ambitious to .bfrome veri-
table masters, these secondary schools should,be followed by special
advanced schools. Their creation with us (in- Francle) could be
greatly facilitated by the national factoriesSevres, Beauvais, the
Gobelins, and the national print shop. These establishments would
become the advanced schools foraall branches of the artistic indus-
tries that are carried on there. For the industries not followed in
the- national factories, an appeal' might be made to the heads of the
large houses in Paris. Lyon, Roubaix, St. Etienne, in order to place
therein such students as might thus be given advanced industrial
artistic training. No country is in a position to compete- with us in
this type of school, which I consider indispensable. I repeat with
emphasis what I said in my last report regarding Crefeld:

The reform of professional instruction must not bear _exclusively on the op.,..0prentice and the workman. It is urgent to consider at the same time a strong
body of excellent heads of industries. For the well-informed workmen there
are needed capable and trained superintendents and foremen, Jost as a well-
disciplined army needs a staff officer of proved scientific ability.

3. In the third grade are the schools of decorative arts. In the
geneial system for the organization of institutions deyof&I to. the
development of the national artistic industries these schools can bear
no other name. This alone is logical and expresses exactly the char-
acter of instruction given. These schools run parallel to the schools
of fine arts; or, better, they constitute one of the branches of bifur-
_cation in the liter years of study. In one direction go the young
people .-who desire to become painters, sculptors, architects; in the
other those who wish-to become decorators, ornamentalists, carvers
of stone or wood, designers of furniture or textiles , etc. Tcjthe
classical studios of painting, sculpture, architecture, and engraving
are added studios of decorative painting, ornamental sculpture, in-
dustrial design. From this cohabitation there results fruitful emu-
lation amongst the students and an equitable sharing' of the same
advantages oar benefits, material and moral. In no instance are
these schools of drawing elementary; it would be to diminish in the
eyes of the public and of the students their importance and therit
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standing. They present clearly and definitely the character of pro-
fessional schools. The academy at Antwerp (see report) offers the
most interesting model of this type of institution; next to it I would
class the academies of Brussels (see report), of Ixelles, of Molenbeek%
St. Jean, and the decorative 'art schools of Berlin, Dusseldorf, St.
Petersburg (see report), Moscow, and Rome.

After having read the analyses of these diverse schools, does it not
seem as though we (in France) couki quite easily, without too much
upsetting the actual org,anizatioh of our artistic and industrial in-
struclirn, construct a more complete and .higher body of instruction
than exists in foreign countries? As an initial report, the National
School of 'Decorative Arts in Paris should become to those of other
cities in France what the National School of Fine Arts "(Ecole des
Beaux-Arts) is to the academies.in the Provinces, an advanced school
for.higher education. Consequently it would enjoy similar privi-
leges, as large a budget, .and .not less favorable installation for the
development of, its instruction and the grNth in,entollment of
pupils. To-day what is the Ecole Nationale des Arts Decoratifs?
An institution thuft7everybody considers as the hallway to the Ecole
des Beaux-Artspopularly it bears the name of Little Schopl
where the recruiting of, students is done with difficulty, the city of
Paris having created much competition by the establishment of itsj
schools of drawi'ng and of special industries; it lives parsimoniously
on a modest budget and is installed in a structure so miserable, so
unhealthy, that if it were a private establishment the department
of health would have forced it to close years ago.' The director
and his staff of inseructors struggle with heroic energy against many
difficulties, yet succeed in getting from this vicious and morbid
organization unexpected results. But it is easy to see that if this
state of things is maintained, if they do not radically transform it,
it will not be long before it succumbs. And yet the School of Deco-
rative Arts in Paris is absolutely indispensable. It should have as
its aim to furnish to the national .industries that body of expert
artists which it needs and which it so often. lacks. The reform in
quktion would logically bring the change in the secondary schools,
which would become in aim and purpose more exact and more prac-
tical than they are to-day.

The three categories of schools that I have just analyzed constitute
the complete organization of instruction for the artistic industries.
They fill the needs of all the professions in which art intervenes,
either as the original source or in the process of making. The work-
man -and the superintendent can acquire all the knowledge .which
is necessary for them to fill the role attributed to each of them in the
industrial army of the nation. But these schools will be fruitful
only if the professional instruction remains constantly .then im-
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mediate and exclusive aim at every step of the instruction, and it
art is cultivated with care.

Under these conditions, might not the division of administrative
authority established with us (in France) between the professional
sch,3ols, the industrial schools, and the schools of decorative arts be
dangerous? In the one and in the other the teaching of drawing
should hold a more or lesg important place but always considerable.
artistic instruction always accompanying scientific instruction. Hut
it smut:. to-day, ..according to the reports. that they give, tloo great
preference to the one or to the other. Abroad, especially in Ger-
many, an equilibrikan been established which is very favorable
both to the development of prefeional studies and to the advance-
ment of the industries. I think it my duty.to call attention to
important point.

Instruction in the school should be -supplemented by instruction.
in the museum.

All the countries visited, without exception. recognize the ad-
vantages of `the last-named institution. To-day, in Europe, there
is not a city of any importance which does not possess a +museum
of industrial art. Spe'ial attention is called here to the unanimous
opinion of the necessity for making these museums a general pre-

-server of examples of good taste, of elegance, and of originality for
the use of the public, the beads of factories, and the workine4 In
France, for many years, this matter has been one of the " orders
of the day," but its solution has not been advanced one step. I, see
the causes in the false conception that seems to prevail regarding
an institution of this kind and in the inextricable complications
from all kinds of elements that might be brought into its organiza-
tion. No museum that has been created.abroad has. atthe beginning.
seen the introduction of so many elaborate plans, vast pviograms,
elequent disconrses, learned consultations, committees, and directors;

=but everywhere there has been one man, a single one who, invested
with absolute power, the most complete authority and wide respon-
sibility by the governments or by the associatiOns, knowing exactly
where he was going, has undertaken the work at his risk and peril,
has consecrated to it exclusively all his devotion, all his intelligehce,
and all his time.; and the museum has been created rapidly and
successfully.

In Paris they Grant to see, besides, in a museum of decorative arts
a colossal institution, eclipsing by the importance of its collections
all the other museums, and installed in an edifice that will strike
the imagination by its monumental plan.

The foreign museums of art and industry have, without iyubt,
given to the authors of these projects false impressions of their
real- character. The .presence of numerous works of ancient art,
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derived from princely-collections, of extraordinary giftiand acqui-sitions, made them think that these museums justified` the very dan-gerous theories that are current. among them regarding the organi-zation and functioning of these institutions. Side by side withthe luxurious galleries there function, hidden under modest appear-.flock's, the real and practkal museums of art and industry, that thecritic has not selen; here the objects come and go from the schools

to the workshops, are sent into the Provinces, and feed the entirenational industry. In the offices, very simply installed, are infor-mation bureaus and agencies for consultation on artistic, industrial,and commercial subjects that render even- greater service than the-collection of models. What use can there be for our industries,for our workers, for our schools of the artistic industries in creatinga museum to compete with those of Cluny, of the Louvre, of Sevres,of Limoges, and of the national furniture warerooms (Garde-meubleNationale) One would thus encourage the development of com-merce, of dealers in ancient -knickknacks, and the industry of faking.There is better work to be done.
As the organization of an institution that can furnish good modelsto schools' and workshops is urgent, I will permit myself to suggesta method of practical cooperation, not very costly and that can be(allied out promptly, immediately even. that would enable us tomeet this deficiency in our industrial-art *education: Open wide tocraftsmen, heads of factories, photogrr.phers, and editors the col-lections at Cluny, the Louvre, the furniture warehouses, the armory,and at Sevres: to the series of casts at _the Fine Arts School (Ecoledes Beaux-Arts) and at the TroCadero, already so rich in examplesof antiquity, the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, add a series ofexamples-of industrial art through exchanges with the museums ofNuremburg, and Berlin which have well-organized shopsfor making reproductions. All these elements for instruction wouldbe mobilized according to the needs of the schools throughout thecountry artiste, industrial, and professionalwhich are generallydestitute or this tYpe of equipment. Thus organized, this immensemuseum of art and industry, really national, need have no fear of-any competition throughout the whole world.

Under the impulse of an institution of this kind the provinCialmuseums would not long delay their own reorganization from thepoint of view of industrial-art education. To their collections ofpaintings then would be added, rapidly enriched by the centralmuseum and by gifts from local collectors, museums of originalobjects of art, casts, and copies, where the regional and municipalschools would come to' find. excellent models, and which wouldinitiate the public into the taste for good thing's. Abroad, and es-
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pecially in Germany, museums of this kind are multiplying rapidly
and render great service to the local industries.

The organization of the national defense for The industrial war
of the present time will not ' ermitour museums to remain as they
have been for the past hunt red years, the luxury of the nation,
after having been the luxury of royalty. ,

The Central Society of Art and Industry for the Rhenish Prov-
inces, Westphalia and the neighboring region, endowed with a mod-
est capital of 250,000 francs, in the first five years of its existence
(1SS3-1888) created an important museum, a library, a membership
of it* who assure an annual revenue of 60,000 francs, and united
7,000 workmen and industrial leaders.. lt furnishes models, designs,
.books, and advice to all the schools and all the societies of the cowl
try over which its good work extends. Its exanlple show's what can
be done when there is a definite purpose, a clear-cut program, ener-
getic and single-headed direction, Nth great devotion and patriotism.

In order to gie my studies very practical results, I undertook last
year to make known its conclusions to the heads of industries and
to the workmen in the ,principal industrial centers of France by
paeans of a campaign of Public lectures. A certain number of sham-
bees. of commerce voted traveling expenses. I finally dOivered 14
lectures at Lyon, St. Etienne, Rouen,-Elbeuf, Limoges, Bordeaux,
Grenoble, Besancon, Roubaix, Valenciennes, St. Quentin, and Tours.
Everywhere the report of the results obtained by the central Society
of the Rhenish Provinces caused much 'excitement.. I proposed,
amidst unanimous applause, to create analogous associations in the
diverse iegions of France. The seed has been sown. (The Artistic
Union of the North was founded at Lille and after four months had
440 members.) It would sprout rapidly- if the Government, the
only real power in our country, would curry on a propaganda for
this purpose through its district 'supervisors of drawing who, are con-
stantly in touch with the municipalities, tectors of schools 'and'"
museums, and the workmen over whom they have such great and.
legitimate moral influence. I would gladly renew my campaign for
this 'depose, but it is very difficult for one man, a mere art. mis-
sionary, .dependent upon his personal resources, to carry on a vic-
torious conflict against the indWkrence and apathy of the public wilo
do not yet-perceive that the most cruel, the most i'iolent war that

.siGermany bas carried on agnintt us.is the industrial ar. .

Institutions of the kind that _I suggest and that would like to
organize in France are nekeSsary. -They would compl4ment the work
of the schools and the Museums; it would carry their benefits into
all parts of the country, to the workman and to the perirsant. What a
magnificent and public-spirited enterprise: To do throfighout France
What the.Central Society has done for the Rhenish country and West-.
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phalli, ! To create a traveling museum, a colossal factory for models,an immense 'library that would endow all the poor museums andschools with the element for study, that would furnish to the crafts-men and the artists in their homes and workshops books, des. igns,and the works of art that they need; syndicate the regional and localassociations to unite their collections, their resources, and theirfacilities; to promote everywhere, even in the villages, exhibitionsof industrial art ; organize congresses and public lectures whenevera convention or other meeting offers an opportunity ; evangelize artis-Aically the ignoraat districts; undertake to restore the industriesthat have disappeared. encourage those that are being revived; foundagencies for information regarding new inventions, important mu-nicipal works about to 1* executed, public competitions, changes incommercial agreements., etc. Would you object that such a programis Utopian. extreme ? I answer this is what,the Germans have doneat Dusseldorf and what they will do everywhere; I have invented.nothing, I adchowledg-e it humbly.
Lacking a society. could not the Government take the initiative inan enterprise of this kind which could not entail very heavy expenses!The national collection would abundantly feed the regional and localexpositions. I give examples of what( might easily be done in thiefdirection, on the sole condition that they break loose completelyfrom routine methods and old regulations. At this moment the shoeindustry is broadening out extensively in the neighborhood of Tours,but the manufacturers can only fight against foreign competition bythe use of good taste an the incessant creation of new models. Theorganization of a special exhibition of shoes would without doubtbe of great service to them. It can be done to-morrow. All the ele-ments for this are united at the (luny Museum in the collection socuriously formed by Jacquemart. At St. Etienne the new School ofIndustrial Art is following the renaissance of engraving on metal- in armor making. Some results have already been obtained. Butthe public is scarcely initiated in this interesting attempt, while theforeigner who -forms the chief client for this industry is absolutelyignorant of it. Would one wish to have it known and give it a strongimpulse? There is a way. Organize an exhibition of ancient armor.The city museum pQssesses a valuable collection given by the MarshalOudinot; few people see it; it is local. If to-morrow there is ex-hibited be sidF it a collection from the Paris museum of arms andarmor, 50;000 people .will go to the museum. There will be lecturesand articles on the subject in the newspapers; there will result con-siderable interest which will favor the expansion of the local in-dustry. For all induStries and for all the cities of FranCe it is easyto organize, at small cost, similar exhibitions. Bourges, Vierzon,Nevers would have exhibitions of ceramics the elements of which26062' 2s
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would be borrowed from the museums of Sevres, Limoges, and
Cluny ; for Lyon, Roubaix, Totricoing exhibitions of furniture from
the royal collection, together with Gobelin and Beauvais tapestries
and Savonnerie carpets; for St. Claude exhibitions of objects in tor-
toise-shell, mother-of-pearl, ivory, and ancient toys from Cluny and
the Chinese collections at Fontainebleau ; for Thiers and C.hatellerault
exhibitions of knives of all periods and all countries similarly fur-
nished by the Cluny Museum, etc. All these exhibitions would be
assured of great Auccess. They would have the irresistible attraction
of novelty and of having come from Paris. The example of the
exhibition at Limoges in 1886 is there, eloquent and irrefutable.

1. would cite one other, also typical, whiCh- energetically confirms
this theory. Lyon possesses a very beautiful museum of silks, lux-
uriously installed in the chamber of commerce; it is little visited.
To contend against this sad fate the director asked the Department
of. Fine Arts for the loan of a ftw tapestries from the national col-
lections; he was convinced, and rightly, that this exhibition would
draw the reluctant crowd.

The libraries of the professional, the industrial, and even the
artistic schools in the Provinces are very poor, when they exist at
all, which is not infrequently the case. They would find in the store-
rooms of various departments, in the duplicfno of the Paris tcole
des Beaux-Arts, in the national 'libraries, sufficient to satisfy their
most pressing needs. Libraries are like economies; they grow
incessantly, once they have been started; it is only the first book that
costs.

I have insisted strongly upon this question of museums, of art and
industry, because I consider it very important. Abroad, and espe-
cially in Germany, it is the object of const: t preoccupation of the
Government and of the municipalities. tic.fsi-vely-the cities that
lacked these museums are organizing them ; wold cite among others
Cologne and Strassburg. In France it is the instruction of indus-
trial art that has been most neglected, and wherein we are undeni-
ably in an inferior position to the other countries of Europe. It
is not that we lack artistic wealth ; we hate more of that than any
Other people in the world; but their tystematic exploitation is fet-
tered by traditions and regulations invented by past administrations
that were total strangers to all ideas of industrial and commercial
progress and that survived all the political, social, and economic
revolutions. *Through a great mistake, the' plan for the museum of
art and industry intended for The instruction of the superintendents
and the artisans is the 'same as that for the museums of paintings
and curiosities. In there is needed only erudite curators,
faithful guardians of -tires; in the othe "rs, institutions' for
propaganda 4nd missiona o14c, the dire6tors have no duty except
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to circulate their collections as much as possible, to place them inthe calloused hands of the workman, to send them into the Work-shops, to vary them, to rearrange them, to multiply them. The firstare 6f a contemplative disposition;

the second should, be men ofaction, missionaries of art a d of industry. .

I hesitate less to suggest, th foreign institutions as excellent ex-amples of organization; and incessant progress, because in being in-:spired by them we only retake our wealth where we find it. InFranCe we are full of original ideas; but we do not apply theiri. Wewaste them idly in lectures, in programs, in discussions. The foreigner who is naturally less fertile gathers then!' carefully, and whenthese ideas have been cultivated, have grown, we find them againsome fine day, to our great amazement, directed against us ley ouradversaries. The Germans, especially, are skilled in this role of
fostering French ideas and, one must acknowledge it with good grace,_they cleverly reap honorS and profits from this philanthropy. Thebenefits to be gained filom them do not bear simply upon the materialinstallation, the methods. I considePtliat we should especially imitatethem from the moral and social point of view. The dominatingqualities of which they have shown proof in.this connection are thespirit of decision, the energy, the independence of opinion, and thepractice of responsibility.

They have decision because they know what they want; energy, be-cause they have the power; independence and responsibility followthe use of those qualities necessary for success in the creation of areal and serigps undertaking. Are not these eminently Frenchqualities? .
I have been reproached for giving to much space to foreignschools in this question of industrial art education. I had to go thereto find examples of what we might have done long ago, if we had not. ignored or misunderstood the work of the real initiators of the mod-ern Renaissance. These prolific ideas that t found everywhere in theorganization of the schools and the museums of Germany, of Austria,of Russia, of Belgium are the ideas of Viollet-le-Duc, of de Laborde,of Meriniee, of. Monge, etc. " The genii's of France. what do we makeof it? " exclaimed I'roudhon one day- in an explosion of patrioticatiger; " we owrselves are the first to betray it." I have very oftenhad the same kind of anger during the study, of the numerous institu-tions that have rendered foreign industry and commerce so darker-ous to our country.

After having studied what I have seen abroad, I declare lotidly,with the consciousness of fulfilling a patriotic duty, that to-day the-organization of our artistic and industrial education is a work ofnational defense of the same importance as the organization of ourArmy.



THE ARTISTIC WAR WITH GERMANY.

By Marius Vachon, published 1916 in Paris.

When the great military war shall actually be terminated by the
victory of the nations allied for the defense of the liberty of the
people, of civilization, and of humanity against (iernianic despotism,
a new war will commence, the artistic, industrial, and coininerail
war, under conditions that will make it equally terrible and im-
placable. * * *

The expression "'The artistic wai of to-morrow " is lot a Simple
rhetorical figure employed under the circumstances to strike the
imagination by means of a sensational title, it expresses exactly the
situation. It is really and truly a war, a war to the death, wherein
only those belligerents can hope to carry of a definite and decisive
victory who possess the strongest contingents of troops, the most
powerful armies, who are best provided with ammunition (one might
say an inexhaustible supply), who have the most resolute determina-
tion to conquer through their courage, their audacity, their spirit of
sacrifice, their endurance, and their tenacity. * * * ,

This transformation of the'traditional competition into a modern
war must lead our artists and.our artistic industries into a radical
change of their mental attitude of yesterday; otherwise it would
am that there is less group solidarity than individual egoism, more
oNimidity than of boldneSs in the struggle against the foreigner,
and especially a too great confidence, often unlimited, in the .protec-
tion of the State, upon which they count to smooth all the difficulties,
to solve all the problems, and to make lift' easy, agreeable, sweet, and
fruitful of profits, honors, and decorations. * * * .

In this new war with Germany, the artistic war, there will also be
`room and need for everybody; in the front lines, in the trenches, on
the second line, and in the rear. Each one will have the patriotic
duty to do all that he can, with his whole heart and soul, to help

'toward the final and decisive victory. Nobody, for whatever reason,
except complete disability, mental and physical, would be justified in
holding aloof without being charged with desertion before the
enemy.

Since the year 1878 I have especially devoted myself to the study
of questions concerning the industrial arts. During 18 years I made,

44
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for the Ministry of Public Instruction and the Fine Arts, surveysin France and in all the European countfies regarding the divers
institutions created for the development and propaganda of these
industriesschools, museums, and associations. Following thesestudies, not satisfied' merely with the official publication--often
platonicof the reports of these surveys, I wanted to make known
the principal documents and information by means of public con-
ferences, popular meetings, and special lectures before -municipalauthorities, chambers of commerce, boards of 'trade, artistic so-
cieties, and foundations supporting traveling scholarships in, allthe large industrial centers. And, at the same time. I attemptedto apply here and.therf, in the schools and in the museums of those
same centers, the innovations and the improvements undertakenabroad. * *

It is not a question here of blissful admiration of special insti-tutions of our enemies, nor stupidly to propose them as examples....to be followed in all haste without considering the differences ofideals, of temperament, and of character thatexist between tworaces so dissimilar. The unique objective soughtand attained, Ihopeis to ascertain and make known, with the greatest possibleprecision, what are the elements of this organization of instruc:tion and of propaganda in order to discover therein that which may
reasonably be utilized by intelligent adaptation to our needs, to our
customs, to our ideas, and to our traditions. * ..,*

Equally I have made an impartial statement, to the seriousness
of which I am not insensible, of the dangerous situation of inferiority
in conflict due to the lack of organized plans, of leaders; of soldiers,
and of ammunition,' in which we have often found ourselves when
face to face with the enemy. This double labor has been painful,
but itIvas necessaryindispensable. Before giving battle ofie should
know as exactly as possible the strength and the weakness of the
adversary; know the number of soldiers he can put in line; the
quantity of ammunition at his disposal; his financial resources, etc.,
in order to oppose him with equal if not superior forces.

From the comparison that the reader, will instinctively make be-
tween the two methods of preparation and organization, and between
the two tactics employed in the artistic, industrial, and commercial
war declared in 1881 by the Crown Prince, at the time of the inaugu-
ration of the Imperial Museum of Decorative Arts in Berlin, and
of which the war of to-morrow will be but the formidable con-
tinuation, will come the conclusion, natural and, logical, of the
virile and decisive steps that must be taken to organize safely for
victory.
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CONCLUSIONS.

With our whole strength, at all cost, never, mind how enormous
shall be the public expense ant how considerable the private sacri
fices, however prodigious is the work to be accomplished-4Ierculean
work in the cleaning of the Augean stableswe must be in a position
as soon as possible to combat the German organization, which one
can not without culpable ignorance disregard, or contest its perfec-
tion and power with a French organization supgior or at -least
equal, an organization whiCh shall foe truly, in all its aspects, of
a military character from the point of. view of the virtues and
qualities that this demands, in order that we may vanquish our
enemies. * * *

Nothing of s\iat has been written in this book on the lamentable
state of this organiztltion, of its inferiority when compared with that
which the GermaIs have carried to a high point of perfection, can
he contested or denied, for the irrefutable' testimony of the exact-
ness of all the information and all the assertions exists in the con-
fessions of those who invented`the system and have directed it for
the past 35 years, as well as in the complaints and the incessant pro-
tests Of the leaders of industry, the artists, and the art Workers,
expressed with as much frankness as clearness at the ,time of the
official inquiries that this situation provoked.

In the face of this complete failure of the artistic and technical
instruction for the artistic industries, glittering and incontestable
failure, it is -henceforth the duty of the leaders in industry, the
artists, and the art workers to take its' direction in hand, boldly and
firmly, and resolutely to assume the responsibility, as well as all
authority.

When all the chambers of commerce, the unions of employers, and
workers in the artistic industries, and all the artistic associa ons of
France shall publicly claim from the Parliament and the .._ ate, the
return .of the various institutions- charged with the furni ing of
this instruction, one really cannot see upon what serious or valid
reason the request could be refused, for this is a matter which con-
cerns the economic life of the country or its artistic, industrial, and
commercial Conquest by the Germans.' * * *

Lacking an industrid and commercial organization equal to that
which Germanyintw how to create years ago, and due to the inabil:
ity of official institutions to furnish the artists and worker's that they
have so long vainly called for, our artistic industries have not been
able to progress, to develop, and to expand, and thus to resist the
foinfidable competition of our enemies lfoth in the French markets
and abroad. It it therefore simply and only, under the present- eir-
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Amstances, a matter of giving to these industries a practical organi-
zation of schools, museums, and associations where they can recruit
the artistic, technical, and commercial personnel which they lack socruelly, and thus enable them to find the means for world-wide
etpansion which they have hitherto missed. 4, * *

The most complete proof has been given that in the domainof art,and especially in that of the artistic industries; the tutelage of the'State, hostile by nature to initiative and independence, to daring
undertakings, and to constant progress, has always been considered
by all other artistic and industrial nations, notably by Germany andalso by England, as the most dangerous stumblingblock to be avoided.
Association is the only method that can assure protection and devel-
opment, for no one better than the artist, the manufacturer, and theworkman is in a position to know the interests and the requirementsthat must be satisfied and safeguarded.

The special conclusions that are brought out by the documents andindisputable information that has been publiShed, and that all theartists, all the employers, and all the workers in the artistic indus-tries are in duty bound to demand from the associationthat is tosay, from themselves united in the closest bond otresponsibility, ofideals, of interests, and of aimsis the means for organizing them-
selves powerfully' to overcome our enemies in the artistic war of to-morrow. * * * "In unity there is strength," and strength in theservice of right and duty are invincible.

" Nothing is done while there sti-11 remains something to be done,"says a proverb. The art societies and those of th jndustrial artsshould have the ambition to leave nothing undone inlheir activitiesand- their propaganda, because .upon their complete development de-pends the national prosperity. * Longer to continue a simpleprogram of dilettantism and amateurism would be equivalent, itseems, to a kind of desertion, under circumstances as serious as thevery existence of our eft and our artistic industries.
It is important, besides, in order thiit it may be truly fruitful,

that the association shall not remain exclusively limited to manu-
facturing firms and those professionally employed, but it should
inclhde all those who are interested in art and in the artistic indus-tries. It is thus, and one can not repeat it with too muokiiAsistence
or strongly enough, that it was conceived, understood, and realized
in Germany, and it was by this means that it developed in such anextraordinary fashion as ebmpared wjth the embryonic state jt to
say almost aiortive 'condition, in which it remained with us, due toquite a different: conception of its priniples.

The constant application of the principle of the association, theregular practice of professional solidarity, the customary exercise
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of initiative, of responsibility, and of authority in incorporated edu-
cational institutions, of development and propaganda for the indus-
trial arts, will inspire in the artists, the workers, and the heads of
these industries an ideal abpve that of merely and, simply earning
a living for one's self and family ; of securing a fortune, honors, and
public office; the ideal of contributing personally to the prosperity, .
the grandeur; ant the glory of one's country. This, would be fol-
lowing the glorious, example set in the past by the corporations and
trade guilds which made France so rich, so powerful, so proud, so
respected, and so admired.

-



APPENDIXES.

APPENDIX A.PROGRAM'OF STUDIES OF THE IMPERIAL SOCIETY
FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE ARTS AT ST. PETERS-
BURG.

I.The purpose of the school of design is to tenet; this art to the pupiLs and,
consequently, to establish a solid foundation for the artistic education of the
artisan"

II.--This school is divided into two principal sections:
a. Design section (preparatory).
b. Industrial arts section (special studies of the application of art to the dif-

ferent trades):
design seetio, prepares the students in drawing from the- human'figure and in all the 'IP of ornamentt. It includes the following classes:

a. Preparatory class w the principles of design are taught.
b. Drawing of geometrical s, still life, elementary principles of ornament,

n its of the bun from 'plaster models.
c. Shaded ings of a fruits, diverse ornaments, heads from plaster

nodtlis, an :Zerr- iod styles.
d. Drawing from pl s er models of bustS. full-length figures, and animals.
e. Drawing of cosinp ositions uniting -the human figure with ornament, animals,

flowers, etc.; also drawing of different objects of an industrial character.
drawing.

After the pupils have carefully-copied the model, this is taken away, as well
as his original drawing, and he. is made to draw the same thing, this time
from memory and without any help.

1V.The industrial arts section has for its purpose to familltir4e de student
with the application of art to industry and to teach him the technical processes
of each special industry. The section ?omprises_the following classes:
a. Painting in water color, gonach, and in oil of flowers and landscapes aired

from nature and from still-life objeicts. The student is required to geprodueS
dire-ct from nature to a given sea.le and under prescribed lighting.

b. Design with special study of stylea',and period, and their appliartion to
objects of industrial art.

c. Clay modeling from the simplest elements oi ornament to its full develop-
ment, including heads and full-length figures.

d. Modeling in wax of ornaments, flowers, fruits, figures, and animals on a-
scale that will permit their direct application in the decoration of objects
of an artistic character.

e. Wood carving from models in plaster or wood or from drawings.
f. WoJd engraving.
g. Painting on porcelain, pottery, glass, stucco, etc., as well as enameling.
1. Decorative paintings

4
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When circumstances will permit, other classes will be established. Not-
withstanding the special character of the instruction in each of these classes,
attention is especially given to the study of ornament and design in all its
phases end in its numerous applications, And this because it is the principal
basis for the development of good taste and imagination, and in familiariz-
ing the student-with the various styles gives him the necessary artistic in-
struction without which he will eternally remain a mere workman.

In the composition class'the following rule is observed. The instructor, as
often as possible, takes the students to the museum and assigns to each a cer-
tain object to be studied, which upon the return to the classroom must be
drawn from virmorP. -This examination, which continually exercises the
student's faculty of obsp*vation, win result in accustoming him promptly to
seae the general character of an ohjOct and with ease to-fix upon* paper the
impression reetived, thus training the observation and memory, as well as the
faculty of mechaniml execution.

In view of. the development of Oho students, in addition to the technical
instruction, there are courses in theory at stated hou'rs., The courses embrace:
a. Perspective and the theory of shadows, together with the necessary prob-

lems in geometry.
b. The underlying principles of architecture and the study of the orders.
c. The Iii,tory of the selected art in a popular form, its styles and ornament.
d. The history of the different industries and chiefly that of the industrial

. arts, such as ceramics, enameling, sculpture, jewelry, foundry practice,
furniture, textiles, etc.

I/. Chemistry, exclusively in Its application to the combinations necessary
the making of enamels, paints, alloysjimalgains, etc. -

f. Certain parts of the art of construction, such as the resistance of materi-
als, their properties and defects, principally those of wood and metals, the.
art of the joinery and cabinetmaking, stucco and plaster modeling. etc.

V.The management of the school and its dependent workshops is intrusted
to the director and to the school council, which, in case of difficulties regard-
ing the application of the regulations will refer the matter, to the society's
school committee.

VI.-,--The school council is composed of the professors!
VII,The position of president of the school council is occupied by the

director of the school.
VIII. The director of the school is appointed by the committee. He watches

over the entire interior of the school and the regdlar advancement of *the
instruction.

He Lae the rigittg,in the case of infractionson the part of the students, to
k,forbid them admission to the building for a period of two weeks. He has

in his custody all the property of the school, of which he makes an inventory.
He submits, for ratification by the committee, the total salary of the instructors
as well as the list of the staff of the school.

IX.The professors and the tutors of the school are selected by the com-
mittee of the society.

The professors, the number of whom varies according to the 'needs, are
divided into 2 categories, oT which the first receives 3 or 4 rubles far each 24
litoui lesson, and the secotilfgroup 2 or 3 rubles:

* One and the same person may hold several offices in the various institutions of the
Society for the tdeouragemebt of the Arts, but only with the full authorisation of the
committee-in each special case.
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Assoelpted with the professors as assistants are some of the students from

the seivanced classes, who are remunerated for this work, which, however, is notobligatory. In case of the absence of a professor, the assistant may take his
;f the director consents thereto.

X.The methods of instruction and the discipline M'ithin the school are
determined by the school council and confirmed by the committee.

XLFor the purpose of arousing eiuulation among the students, and in order
to aid those who distinguish themselves most, a system of competition with
1,,,,ney prizes 1;4 established, on the following basis:

The professors in the composilion class, in addition to the regular lessons,
are obliged to have the pupils execute work from a giVen theme. These coin-
positioes are tisseittbleti at the .endof,each month-in distract greups according. :'
to the type of work, and in each of these groups the school council selects
the best pieces which receive: First prize of 10 rubles, second prize of 8 rubles,
and thil of 3 rubles. In the case of two works that meet with equal approval,
the prize may be equally divided.

The :chief aim of the school is to develop artisan designers and craftsmen
capable 'o executing works of art. nits system of pecuniary recompenses is
adopted especially for the classes where the students are 'learning to apply
the art of design to the execution of objects of industrial art.

Twice a year, May 2 and December 21, all the work of these four classes
is again assembled and the school council selects the three best exhibits from
each group, to which money pr:zes are awarded as follows: To the first, 25
rubles; to the second, 20 rubles: and to the third, 15 rubles. These prizes
may be augmented is cases where their value seems to warrant it.

The works that have brought prii.es to the authors are exhibited every six
months in order tied the eouncil,may decide regard:ng the stedents' promotion
to higher classes and" that they may determine the amount Of the prizes to
be, awarded.

The drawings and all other works done in the school that have received
prizes at exam:nation Line become the property of the society and are kept in
the library. These works may be copied by the artisans, provided they are-
members of the society; otherwise the persons desiring to make -copies pay
from 3 to 10 'ruble for each object. The pr:ce Isput on each.

XII. To be admitted to the school the pupil, must give his family name and
his first name,,as well as his rank and his home address.

. XIII.The boys pay for the whole year 5 rubles. The girls pay 5 rubles addi-
tionalto cover the neeessary expense, in view of their limited number, of an
entirely separate .).-ganization. Payment for the hidf year is due in advance.
The committee may release from all payment needy students.

XIV.A pupil having completed the school course is entitled to a diploma
testifying his acquirements. If he has not completed the course, he receives
a statement of the time that he worked and the studies taken.

The school being an institution principally for the instruction of art:sans, and
all studies being voluntary, the pupils are not obliged to pass successively
through all the preparatory classes in order to he admitted to the special' in-
dustr;a1 art section. The profess:onal courses in the latter may be followed
by anyone who enters the school for the purpose of perfecting himself in the
exercise bf the particular industry which furnishes his means of existence, on.
condition, however, that a previous examinat:on proves -him to be sufliciently
prepared. It may happen that in the very first year the student will perceive
that he has made a mistake in waving the advanced section and desire to
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take the introductory course. There is no object:on to such a change, nor to
the simultaneous following of courses In several Industries, providing only that
the training does not suffer thereby. The normal duration of the industrial.
art courses is placed at three years, but, at the request of a pupil, It can be
prolonged one or twe years, provided that the council finds no objection.

The resources of the school consist of an annual subsidy from the State of
7,000 rubles and the payment of tuition fees by the students amounts annuall
to about 5,000 rubles, making a total of 12,000 rubles.

.

WORKSHOPS.

xv.As an adjunct to the school there are workshops. Their purpose is to
furnish the students with practical means fur perfecting themselves in the
technical part of each industry.

XVI. There have been established the four following workshops: (1) Ceram-
ics and enameling; (2) sculpture ; (3) moldirg and pattern making; (4) en-
graving. When the need arises and funds will permit, -a larger number will
be established.

Work in the shops consists of(a) copying examples in the museum ;
execution of' objects from designs of students in the composition class 111.11
have received first prizes in the eliminations; and 01 execution of special
orders, etc.

XVII.The .management of the workshops is intrusted to the director of the
school. He supervises the careful execution of the work and sees 'that it con-
forms with the designs approved by the council and to those of the sperial
Orders. Ile renders a bill to the students for the materials employed in their
individual work. He presents to the committee each month a record of the
materials and the tools confided to his care.

The council engages capable workmen for instruction in the various indus-
tries. They are required to see that the student:- execute only objects amine ed
by the council, as also careful use of the materials delivered. Tliese muster
workmen have the right tce use the workshops for their personal use, but on
condition that they do so outside of school time and at their own expense.
The students also have the right to work in the shops outside of class hours,
but only-under the supervision of the master workman and with the consent
of the director. At the end of the day each student is required to return to
the master workman his piece of work, together with the materials slid the
tools that he has been using.

APPEN IX B. EDUCATION AND ART IN SOVIET RUSSIA.

(Extract rom report published by the Soc'lalist Publication Society,
New York, 1919.)

OFFICIAL DECREES OF 1918 REGARDING ART EDUCATION.

ACADEMY OF ART AT PETROGRAD.

The Academy of Art at Petrograd as a State institution is hereby declared
dissolved. The Higher Art School is thus dissociated from the Academy of
Art, with all corresponding credits and capital, and reorganized into an inde-
pendent art school.



The museum of the
sariat of education.

All moneys and the
property of the Soviet
needs of art culture.

(Signed)
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Academy of Art is placed in the hands of the commis-

.

entire property of the Academy of Art are declared the
Republic, to be used as a fund designed to meet special

V. UliANOV (LENIN).
Chairman of garret of People's Commissaries.

A. II'N ACIIRSK Y, STALIN, AND C. Csitcmatus,
l'eople's Cornnt4ssaries.

V. IloNeH-TtRussiTen,
Chief Clerk of the Soviet of People's Commissaries.-/ N. P. Gosau Nov,

Secretary of the sonet.

MOSCOW ART SOCIETY.

Owing to the fact that the schiml of painting, sculpture, and architecture,under patronage of the Moscow Art Society, has been placed within the jurisdic-tion of the Commissariat of People's Commissaries, the functioning of theMt.scow Art Society is forthwith discontinued.
All the moneys and movable and real estate properties of the society aredeclared national property and intrusted to the Commissariat of People's Edu-cation and to be used to meet the needs of the schools of painting, sculpture,and architecture; as well as for the organization and tiupport of the task of arteducation in the Russian Soviet Republic.-

AST COLLEO TOY.

In each of the capitals there was established an Art Collegium to look afterthe art interests of the population.
The objects of the Art Collegitim Of Moscow were:
1. Organization of State art education: (a) Establishment of art studiosmeeting the requirements of the new Russia; (b) propaganda of art amonglarge democratic masses.
2. Effect contact with world's artistic centers.
3. Promote the growth of art: (a) Organizing State competitive examina-tions; (b) organization of trade unions' mutual aid societies. etc.; (c) or-ganization of decorative artists' committees and scenic art workers.
4. Org:inizieg the preservation of arts of the past and present and protectionof the fature.

APPENDIX C.OCCUPATION OF PUPILS AT BRUSSELS ACADEMY
OF FINE ARTS.

Annourers 2 Ceiling decorators 7Bookbinders 2 Chasers 6Cabinetmakfrs_ Chromollthographers 2Carpenters 0 Colorists r 2Carriage makers -3 Confectioners 2
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Coppersmith 1 Machinists_ 7
Cutter of underwear 1 Marble cutters
;decorator of porcelain 1 Masons -.10
Designers of cloth 2 Ornamental) eta- 3
Designer, Industrial_ 1 Painters of carriages _ 3
Designers of laces 5 Painter of coat of arms 1

Designers of machinery________ 2 Pa in tersdecora tors 102
Designer .of wall paper I Painters on glass
Embroiders in gold S Painters on poreela:n. 3
Engravers. of crystal_ 2 Painter on tin
Engraver of cylinders 1 Painter on window blinds_ 1

Engravers of earthenware Pastry cook_
Engraver-on Ivory 1 Pewter workers_ 2
Engraver of jewelry 1 Photographers ____ _ ._______
Engravers on metal 31 Plaster molders 4
Ehgravers of mirrors 3 Plumbers _______
Engravers on stone 18 Sculptors of pipes__ .

-Engravers on wdod Sculptors, orn s men t I _ _ _ _ 3
Flower makers 2 Sculptors of wood, marble, stone,
Founders 5 plaster 50_
Framers 3 Shoemakers 3
Gardener 1 Stone cutters 1
Gilder of copper 1 Stone dressers ____________.__
Gilders.of wood 6 Stone setter sprecioue)__ 1

Glaziers __ ________ 3 Surveyors _ _ _ 4
Graver 1 Tailors 4
Haihlreasers 2 Tinsmiths ____ ______ .3
Hatter_________. _ ___ 'Turners of copper_ _2
Inlay workers

3 Turher of ivory. '1
Jewelers and silversmiths_ 17 Turners of wood __ 2
Joiners 44 Upholsterers.. _ 1'2
I.Acemakers 3 Watchmakers 4
Lithographers 9 Zink worker 1

Locksmiths and stove makers__ 14

APPENDIX D.OCCUPATION
TRI

OF PUPILS 'AT THE GHENT INDUS-
AL' SCHOOL.

Blacksmiths and loCkstniths_ _ _ 116 No profession______;____ 39
Carpenters, cabinetmakers, etc_ 167 Professions, various__ _ 105
Chauffeur- mechanics _______ 60 Repairers and mechanics______ 71
Clerks 10 factories 169. Stone and marble cutters__ it
Decorative painters and orna- Students at various schools__ 247

mental sculptors _______ 114 Typographers_ S
Instructors 17 Weavers and spinners __ ---:- 42
Iron casters 30 Workers, chemical industiles_ 20
Mechanical draftsmen ______ 22 Young women 14
Military 31
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APPENDIX E.OUTLINE OF ORGANIZATION OF SCHOOLS,

STUDIED.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL AT GHENT.
1 School for workmen:

Sunday morning and Monday after 5 p. m. Arithmetic, algebra. geom-
.

etry, surveying, leveling, physics, chentistry, mechanics. acconnting,care of machinery, mechanical drawing. machine drafting. drafting-forbuilding trades. >

School for foremen, superintendents, employers and their sons, etc.Every evening 6 to 9 and Sunday 11 to 1. Advanced instruction'in Srit:14%courses as No. L
3. Textile school:

Daily from 0 n. at. to 5 p m. for two or three Years. Tlit.(11-P114li andpract teal courses.
4. School of art applied to Industry:

Ially 9 a. m. to 5 p. M. and evening.
a. To train designersFor textile Ince and embroidery, bronze madJewelry, decorative painting, ornamental sculpture. Stmt.-titsIn the two last may continue their studies at the Fine ArtsAcademy.
b. Ornamental designEiening course for men working in the arils-.tic industries during the day.
e. Ornamental drawing---For young women; held daily from 0 a: in.to noon.
d. rilotogtaphyClasses during the summer on Sundays from 10 to11 a. tn.

STOCKHOLM TECHNICAL SCHOOL
I General elementary:

Evening classes for apprentices and workmen. One year.Spelling, writing, drawing, geometry, arithmetic.
'2.. lirofessional schools:

Beginning with the third month of the second year students select oneof the main divisions.
a. Building tradesFrom November 19 to April 30. Descriptivegeometry, perspective, trigonometry, leveling, land surveying,medianles, physics, building law, stone cutting, estimating.bookkeeping, classical orders, architectural drawing.b. Mechanical_ iradeeFrom November 19 to April 30; two-yearcourse for those who Wish to become mechanics, master me-chanics, shop foremen, etc. Mechanics, theory of hantilingmachines, engine drafting, technology, and scientific courseas in building trades, with the exception of architecture.

c. Decorative artaday, evening, and Sunday morning classes fromSeptember 1 to May 31: (1) Industrial design ; (2) decorativepainting; (3) modeling and sculpture; (4) engraving on stone,wood, and metal; (5) normal art.
d. School for young women.
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TECHNICAL AND ARTISTIC INSTRUCTION IN HUNGARY.

As planned in 1885.

1. Industrial:
a. Primary industrial schoolsEstablished in all Industrial centers eon-

I taining 50 apprentices. For young people who have completed
their elementary studies and to whom parents or employers wish
to give some special instruction.

b. Industrial coursesDepending upon local industries. Practical appli-
cation of instruction is made in the workshops. These courses are
often part of normal and secondary schools.

c. Technical schoolsUnder the direction of the Department of Com-
merce. Very thorough instruction for young men and young
women in theory and practice with use of workshops.

\, 2. Industrial arts:
a. School of arts and tradesFixed courses of four years; theoretical

and_ practical with well-equipped workshops.
b. Specialized trade courses, limited to four students, under personal di-

rection of special instructors to develop foremen and superintend-
ents.

o. Public courses in Industrial drawing.
d. Separate foundations in various cities for scientifleond practical in-

struction in numerous special schools are related to tilt. central
School in Budapest: (1) Wood carving; (2) weaving; (3) carpet
(or upholstery) ; (4) embroidery; (4) cabinetry, etc.

3. Fine arts:
a. Fine artischool(1) Painting; (2) sculpture; (3) architecture.
b. Decorative-arts (an annex of the Fine Arts School)Day and even-

ing classes. (1) Interior decoration ; (2) ceramics and glass; CO
jewelry; (4) galvano-plastics; (5) wood, and zirik engraving; (6)

4Anetry.o. Normal art.

"APPENDIX F.A SI?STEM OF INDUSTRIAL-ARTISTIC EDUCATION
COMBINING ALL. SCHOOLS .IN THIS STUDY.

1. Industrial schools:
To give elementary ideas of art and science that will augment the eco-

nomic value of manual labor by making the workers more intelligent.
For young people who have completed their elementary studies and to
whom parents or employers wish to give some special instruction.

a. Apprentice schools.To train youths just before they, enter the
industries as artisans and give them an opportunity to' kruisv ra
little about many trades.

b. Industrial schools.Where the artisans-receive in the evening and
on Sunday morning instruction in the elements of art and of
science that are applicable to their specific trade. Practical
.fipplication of instruction is made in the industrial workshoPs
in cooperation with the schools. Established in all Industrial
certers containing 50 or more apprentices.
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2.' Professional schools, or schools of arts and trades, or industrial art schools:,To give instruction in art And science, with their practical application toindustry. They train young men for a predetermined profession, andupon graduation they are prepared to fill the higher positions. Thestudents. who already have a good elementary education and ele-mentary ideas of, art, receive here. complete professional instruction.both theoretical and practical.- Drawing is the basis of instructionfree-hand. mechanical, geometric, and professional.

a. Day schools.Numerous special schools with well-equipped work-
shops. Two to four year coprses; for pupilp who evince special
aptitudes an additional year or Iwo in very small classes under
expert instructors.

1. Building trades.
2. Mechanical trades.
3. Artistic industries.

a. Ceramicspottery, porcelain. tiles, glass. etc.
b. Costume dressmaking. millinery, tailoring, etc.

e. Graphicsengraving, lithography, printing. photog-
raphy.

d. Horology.
e. Jewelry, silversmithing, etc.
1'. Metal bronze, iron, etc.
g. Textile -weaving, printing. lace. etc.
h. Woodcabinetry, carving, etc.

b. Evening schools.For l'ocemen, superintendents, and sons of em-ployers. Instruction along lines-similar to day courses but,
with more freedom of choice.

Art schools.

NVell-equipped buildings with studios. workshops. and museums.a. Fine arts
I. ?eluting.
2. Sculpture.
3. Architecture..

, b. Decorative arts. These schools are run parallel to the schools offine arts-
1. Decorative painting.
2. Ornamental sculpture..
3. Industrial design.

c. Teacher training.

APPENDIX 4.INDUSTRIES DERIVED. FROM THE -CLASSIC ARTSOF PAINTING, SCULPTURE,- ANb ARCHITECTURE.
'suggested by the reference to a poster displayed La the Brussels School of DecorativeArts and sent to all parents.)
1. Painting:

a. Decorative-
1.. Ch 'ina painting..
2. Enaeling,..japanning..
3. Illuminating heraldry, lettering.

ep 4. Noveltiesfurniture, lamp shades. banners, etc.
5. Sign "phintingindoor and out.
6. Stained glass, mosaic's.
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b. Structural -
1. Exterior.
2. Interior

a. Mural.
b. Decorat i ve.
c. Scenic.

C. Reproductive-0810
t Graphic (paper and printing).

a. Advertisingposters. lettering. cards. hook Covers. boxes.
etc.

b. Engravingon wood, stone, metal.
'e. Ilitistrationhook, magazine. newspaper, cosittme.
d. Lithography.
e. Photography.
J. Typographylayout. printing. etc.

2. Industrial
a. Costumestage, general.
b. Textileweaving, printipg. and embroidery for silk. cot:

ton, Wool, lace, carpets and rugs. linoleum And oil
cloth, etc.

o. Wall paper.
2. Sculpture:
. a; Modeling-

1. 1. Claypottery, porcelain, glass, plaster. cement. brick. etc.
2. Leather-:-bookbinding. novelties, etc.
8. Metalsilverware. Jewelry. horology, die cutting, hammered

copper and brass, pattern making. tool making, bronze east
ing, wrought lion. typography, toys, etc.

4. Shell, ivory. bone. rubber. celluloid. ete.combs, toys, novelties.
etc.

.5. Stonecarving, cutting.
6. Textileartificial flowers, novelties.
T. Wood--carving, wood Mock .cutting. frame, models, baskets, toys.

etc.
3. Architecture.:

a. Drafting for all trades and sciences.
b. Construction-

1. Metalmachinery. conveyances, architectural hardware, includ-
ing lighting and heating fixtures and lockstnithing, etc.

2. Textilecostume, millinery, tailoring, upholstery.
3. Wood cabinetry, including furniture and musical instruments,

conveyances. joinery, etc.
c. AsseMbling-

1. Interior decoration.
2. Landscape architecture.
3. Window dressing.
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APPENDIX H.COURSES FOR STUDENTS OF THE DECORATIVEARTS AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF FINE ARTS AT ANTWERP.

_ (1) Courses applicable to the trades related to painting.
The study of ornament of Wfferent styles in their various relations to paint,ing from antiquity until modern times. Compositions either pa.nted or drawn.Studies of details for designs applied to the trades related to painting, to beexecuted according to a program, with approximate estimate for the work.Painting from nature of trophies aunt accessories, of plants, of flowers, and of1111i HIs: still life and from nature.

(2) Courses applicable to the trades related to sculpture.
Study mf ornament of different styles in their various relations to sculpture'from antiquity nntil modern times.
Modeling from nature of trophies-and accessories, of plants, of flowers, and.of animals; still life and from nature.
Compositions and details modeled in clay or in wax, for designs applied tothe trades related to sculpture, to be executed according to a program, withapproximate estinatte for the work.

(3) Courses in construction and courses applicable to the trades related toarchitecture.
Masonryfoundations, walls, and different kinds of vaults.Stone cutting.
Carpentryframework, beams, and rafters.
Joinery--doors, windows, interior trim.
Use of iron in construction.

Scientific instruction includes utechpities, continuation of the study of peeec-trims, descriptive geometry, general ideas of the arts of design, and the historyof ornament.
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